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Celebrate Mother Earth!
Read about the history
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Out how students will
Celebrate the annual
event this Saturday.
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e In last week's Calendar, events listed

for Club West were wrong. We regret
any confusion.

Women united to take back the streets

If you find an error, call 826-3271,

More than 200 women participated in Saturday’s Take
Back the Night protest by marching through Arcata.

ad Staff

e-mail thejack
@ axe. humboldt.edu or
send a note to Nelson Hall East 6,

BY BETH DOWNING ........sccescsssscscsssnssssscsscesere 4

HSU, Arcata, Calif., 95521.

Softball team is best of the best — again
During home softball games this weekend, team
captures West Division title with a sweep of WWU.

lumberjack staff

BY KENDRA D. KNIGHT ......ccsscssssssssssccsncceseee 27

See how 7he Lumberjack
would vote
Before voting in the Associated Students election
this week, check out our editorial endorsements.
OPINION ...cccccccccccccssccsescccccccccccsssecccccccccccecee OD
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Rae:

I’ve learned a lot about the insti-

I’ve had leadership experience.
I’m very involved on campus and
I’m one of the California State Student Association representatives

I’ve noticed a lack of communication between clubs. People want
to get involved and have grand
projects, but they’re not happening. We need a full campuswide
commitment to communication.

I want to focus on ethnic studies
and work on getting another tenured-track professor for the department. I want to make HSU
more diverse because that’s what
brings different perspectives onto
campus. We need to bridge gaps
and bring diversities together.

I have been a college representa-

One of the main reasons is to see
what AS is all about, to get another
view in there and to see what’s
ing on. We can all make a differ-

With this diverse campus, as
changes occur, everyone should
know about them ... I want to see
equal funding for clubs, possibly.
I really want to see what goes on in
every club, to see what they do. I
also want to see the $30 increase
in fees.

I was a two-time treasurer of the
Future Farmers of America while
at Arcata High School. I was also

Classes were fun, but my most
memorable experience was last
year in May. I was at the airport
when the Lady *Jacks came home
from winning the national softball
championships. It was a moment
_ made me proud to be here at
SU.

I want to see two different budgets for the IRA fee, to keep athletics and clubs funds separate.
Maybe not make the funding equal,
but it would make everyone much

I held various treasury positions
in high school. Currently I’m the
professional studies representatives and the vice chair for the

Right now, I’ve organized a
sculpture
walk for this weekend to
encourage
more art in the Arts and
Music Festival. We have 12 artists
and 13 pieces. I worked with the
art department in putting it together.

- WhenI

university. Second, I

an understanding
of finance.
have to be bounced between
clubs and make sure they get
fair share in fee increases.

first came to school, I felt

out of place. I got involved in an
AS committee so I could find out
where my fees were going. I want
to make sure the money gets spent
appropriately With a university,
ere are many varied points of
view to take into consideration.
You can’t throw (money) all into
one corner.
I want to keep an eye out for the
students and keep an eye on how
their money is being spent.

happier. I also want to encourage

clubs to be more creative with
funding
— help them look at different ways of getting money, and
to research what they’re buying.
I would like to see HSU become
a more sustainable campus. I
would use outreach — gettin
more students on campus i
in issues.

the FFA president my senior year.
Thad to get
orders ready
for the oa
ap-

board of finance. I’m also working

with the Arts and Music Festival to
solicit donations of money and
products.

greatest place on Earth. I also liked
the welcoming on
— it really goes out of its way to do nontraditional things.
Marching Saturday night in Take
Back the Night was amazing. All
these women marching
together in
solidarity
was an amazing experience. That’s the feeling I want every campus event
to have.
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tive for AS, and I also work with
the Women’s Center and the
Multicultural Center.

River, and I thought this was the

oe

AS

president:

with people.

for AS.

went canoeing down the Trinity

ye

tient but aggressive,
and I work well

and did a lot of the HOP trips. I

I’ve never had any set positions,
but as an activist I have volunteered
at the Northcoast Environmental

Center, Earth First and recen
attended the ninth annual Head-

Monday’s IMF/World Bank
walkoutin the UC Quad.
I’ve only
been here a year, but I enjoyed it. I
hope to see more of these kinds of
events.

ng

tution of the CSU system by being
on AS, and I can relay what’s going on. I’ve established
that I’m pa-

administrative

What left a big impression
on me
was when I came here from Florida

I want to help make HSU a more
sustainable
. I also want to
work with voter registration and
outreach. It’s crucial that people
understand the issues that dictate
our lives. Being socially and environmentally conscious go together.

pm

Secsantke

me

as

waters Forest Conference in Or-

Student

affairs

learned a lot about budgets and organization. I want clubs that are
not affliated to be connected — to
work together and get more students involved.

leadership for quite a few years.

I’m interested in getting the
online book exchange program
converted to an HTML format.
The online bookstore allows students to post their books “for sale.”
I need to talk to the bookstore man-

agement and get students aware of
it.

getting funding and creating a new

budget, which we just got doubled,

this year. It was an intense process.
I also want to get more involved
with AS. I gave a presentation last
fall encouraging the board to pass
a resolution against the Knight Ini-

I almost didn’t go to college, but
my parents told me just to get out
of town for a while to think. Whén
I drove up to Humboldt,
it was the
best feeling I've ever had — com-

plete freedom. I never
got home-

sick— I just wanted to dive into
college so bad I could taste it.

tiative — which they did.
I’m currently the president for
the Resident Hall Association, a

board member of the Organics
Board and am involved in campus
activities such as CCAT and the
Marching Lumberjacks.

see

Lumberjack's
endorsements

page

~ compiled by Jessica LeGrue
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I work with the Women’s Center,

me

I’ve helped both the Women’s
Center and the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgener Student
Association in organizing panel
discussions. They are an amazing
tool. It makes students more aware
and gives those in the panel a voice.
I want to let the professors know
I’m there for this.

~~

I’ve been involved in the
Women’s Center and I’m ready to
step up to something different. I’ve

my

vice
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The rain let up just in time for
more than 200 people to take the
streets at Saturday’s Take Back the
Night.
Women gathered to speak out
against violence, oppression and
abuse toward women in society.
They marched through town with
chants such as “women unite, take

back the night,” “hey-hey, ho-ho,
this patriarchy has got to go,” and
“two, four, six, eight, violence we

won"t tolerate.”
The march began at 9 p.m. in the
‘UC Quad and the group traveled
throughout campus and the
dorms.
It continued through town,
around the Plaza twice and finished back on campus.

_ According to the Take Back the
Night mission statement, the event
is a night for women to “use their
voices to break down the walls of
inequality and reclaim themselves,
their sexuality and their value as
human beings.”

The pre-march rally began at 3
p-m. and had to be moved from the

UC Quad to the Kate Buchanan
Room because of rain.
Shanna Butler, a social work junior who helped organize the event,

raped more times than she

said she didn’t mind being moved
inside.
“The rain gave it a whole differ-

could remember, another

ent tone,” she said. “The atmo-

“I’m taking it; it’s mine.”

sphere made it cozy.”
The KBR was packed with
people, and the walls were covered
with hand-painted T-shirts as part
of The Clothesline Project that allows survivors of sexual assault to
express their feelings.
The T-shirts carried statements
such as “rape before breakfast can

There were stories from
women raped in the dorms,
women being molested by
woman who was “pissed off
that my children live in a
world where they may one
day have to make a T-shirt
in’
The
Clothesline

ruin a kid’s whole day,” “you chose

Project.”

spoke of the night and said,

family members, and one

to hurt, I chose to heal,” and “your
filthy, angry hands hurt me more
than you will ever know.”
Paula Aerosmith from the North
Coast Rape Crisis Team helped
organize The Clothesline Project.
She said there is obvious pain and
anger behind the shirts, and notso-obvious hope.
“Imagine the glory of being able
to express hope in the aftermath of
such experiences,” she said.
She opened the mike to the
women in the room by reminding
everyone that these women are
“whole human beings sharing a

She said it is an overwhelming
feeling that these women were taking control of their lives by being

part of themselves.”

empowered, and are willing to

Dozens of survivors of sexual assault spoke to share their pain and
anger. Many spoke with hope, a

stop being victims and start the
healing process.
“One of the things about Take
Back the Night is survivorship —
being able to share with other survivors — connecting together,

few with embarrassment — all with
the goal of healing.
One woman spoke of being

echoes in streets

Nomen spoke at the open
mike — they were requested to participate si-

lently.
“Intense” is the word
Kelly Stewart, an environmental biology and zoology senior
and Women’s Center volunteer,

used to describe the evening.
“It makes me really sad that so
many women in such a small community have to get up there and
talk,” Stewart said.

hearing each other, believing each
other and not judging each other,”
Maryanne Hayes-Mariani of the
North Coast Rape Crisis Team
said.
Butler said, “It’s important for
women to empower themselves
and each other by telling their stories.”
The pre-rally started with performances by singers Kristy Kruger,
Sarah Reynolds and Nadia Snow.
There were also poetry readings
by Poetry For the People and skits
by Spare Change, a sex education

Nadia
Snow sings for
nearly
200 women who
gathered
to share their
sexual assault experi-

SEE MARCH, PAGE 10
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anD THE roOLe OF MmeDia In SOCICTY
¢ JMC 116 - Intro to Mass Communication (3 units)

MWF 1200-1250 (42967)
e JMC 318 - Empirical Research in Communication

(MWF 900-950) (42976)
¢ JMC 332 - Responsibility in Mass Communication

(3 units)

TR 1400-1520 (42983)
Upper-division G.Ed., Area CWT:
¢ JMC 309 - Analyzing Mass Media Messages

MWFE 9-9:50 (42975)
Upper-division G.Ed., Area C:
¢ JMC 302 - Mass Media and Popular Arts

TR 1230-1350 (42974)

@

Learn

TO

SHOOT

THE FOLLOWING CLasses
¢ JMC 156 - Video Production (3 units)
TR 11-1220 (44287)
¢ JMC 490 - TV Producing and Directing (3 units)
TR 1530-1750 (42988)
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@ Learn CLear, concise,
¢ JMC 120 - Beginning Reporting (3 units)
MWF 900-950 (42968) or 1400-1450 (42969)
¢ JMC 324 - Magazine Writing (3 units)

TR 1400-1520 (43212)

@ sTUDeNT-run
PHOTOJOUrNaLISM anD MULTI-MeDbDIAa
¢ JMC 134 - Photojournalism and Photoshop
TR (11-12:50) (42970)
¢ JMC 150 - Desktop Publishing
TR 930-1050 (43592) |
¢ JMC 327 - Newspaper Lab
(TR 13-13:50 (42982) (produce the web-version paper)
¢ JMC 490- Publication and Web Design (3 units)
MW 1500-1620 (43711)

aND EDIT VIDEO In

raDIO sTaTion,

KrFH-am, Or KSHU-FIN
¢ JMC 155/355 - KRFH Workshop
(W 17:30 - 18:50) (42972)
¢ JMC 154 - Radio Production
MWF 1100-1150 (42971)
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¢ JMC 323 - Intro to Public Relations (3
units),
MWF
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head one day. If I’m
to be environmentally responsible,
then my organization should be
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LUMBERJACK STAFF

too,” she said.

Twelve college representatives
voted unanimously Monday night
to amend the language for the
2000-2001 Associated Student's
budget.
Approval of the new language
directly affects the purchases of AS
programs and requires clubs and
programs to print publications, flyers and newsletters on at least 50
percent post-consumer recycled
paper when feasible.
They will also be expected to explore environmentally responsible
purchases if applicable and to
choose that option.
When programs fail to comply
with the new policy, the administrative vice president will request
a meeting with the program’s budget administrator to bring the prointo compliance.

Continued failure to comply
with the environmentally responsible standards will be taken into
account during the formulation of
the program’s annual budget.
Lisa DiPietro, student affairs vice

president, created the proposal to
expand the budget language to ensure AS programs will seek to
make environmentally responsible
purchases..

ronment,” she said.

DiPietro said she recognizes the
extra time it might take to research

purchases and the potential for

additional costs.
“Sometimes you have to make a
sacrifice in order to help the envi-

environment-friendly playground
equipment for the center.
“AS urged us to look for the most
recyclable material,” Walker said.
She researched different companies and found prices were comparable between play equipment
made from recyclable and
nonrecyclable material.

Walker said she supports the ex-

panded budget language. Even be-

Center was “actively searching” for
environmentally responsible purchases, she said.

“It’s very good to encourage our
children to recycle,” she said.
The change will not dramatically
affect the center since most of its

money goes toward the student
payrou.

Roy Furshpan, director of Center Arts, said the suggestion has
been made before to make environ-

choices

mentally responsible purchases,
but this is the first time the ideas
have been formalized.

“I am supportive of the idea be-

hind this. It’s important to make
efforts to be more conscious of the
paper products we are using,” he
sai
Furshpan said Center Arts,
which produces numerous posters, has been moving away from
using Astrobrite to using posters
made from recyclable materials.

ronment,” she said.

DiPietro made phone calls to
various programs to discuss the
proposal with them. She said she
felt there might be some opposition to the proposal.
“] have talkedto 19 of the 22 programs. Seventeen of them were totally OK with it, two of them had
some questions and I haven’t
talked to three of them,” she said.

Vicky Paul, director of clubs and
new student programs, had reservations about the additional costs
and time involved.

“It can be cumbersome,” she

said.
AS President Rob Hatfield is
working to put together a brochure
of sources where AS programs can

go to make environmentally responsible purchases.
“I was pleased to see they are
doing this,” Paul said.
Trudi Walker, program director

YR
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“The idea just popped into my

“I’m hoping (the proposal) will
have a positive effect on the envi-

hada positive experience finding
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© Body Image Workshop © 12-2 pm NHE 113
"Shim Hopes” Video! Discusion © 840 pam in the "T
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THURSD» AYApril 20

© Scale Bashing on the Quod 12-1 pun. atthe SLOP. table
* ARCH: Adalt Re-Entry Center Discusion © 1-2 p.m, MaltiCatteral Center
olmages in the Dark» 7-8:30 pm. in the "T

FRID« AYApril 21
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As for the rest of you, youre still on your own.
than WebCT.com. It's an
For your recommended daily allowance of study resources, look no further
and take practice tests and
e-learning hub, where you can get help studying, find research materials,

© Women's Discussion Group © 12-2 p.m. NHE 120
© Men's Discussion Group » 12-2 p.m. Health Center Conference Room

Sete

4 NOURISH
WebCT.com
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around the
quizzes. Or join online academic forums and communicate with students and faculty
world. Visit www.webct.com/nourish, and satisfy that

hungry brain of yours. On the other hand, if it’s your

body that needs feeding, better call for takeout. Again.

What people weren't
idiot.

looking for on the first Easter.
Instead people were searching for the body of Jesus of Nazareth. Was he an actual
person? Did he rise from the dead? Did he claim to be God? Find out more about this
remarkable person by contacting one of us, or by seeing the feature article “Beyond
Blind Faith” at www.EveryStudent.com.

Michele Johnson
Carol Baggot
Ariene Leong
Eric Leong
Keith Phinney
Miriam Phinney

Kristi Shanoff
Kristina Washetko
James Giles

Thomas Wilson
Kristen Miller
Stephenie Kent
Stephen Vaigos
Gail Gordon
Joshua Quintal
Malinda Hughes
Amy Amormino
Angela Perleschi
Maggie Macias

Alicia Baillie
Heather O Ram
Larry Fox
;
Erica Brim
Richard Roybal
Melissa Cocks
Robert Sathrum
Cortnee Burgess.
"@@eerrtw@@earv

eae

Carrie Scott
Kim Crane
Lori Forseth
Michael Dendas
Tina Tubbs

Business Admin
Career Center
CCC Staff
CCC Staff
CCC Staff
CCC Staff
Child Development
Child Development
CIS
Cis
Communication
Communication
Communication
COPS Dean s Office
E.E. Credential
E.E. Credential

Tracy Deehan
Elizabeth Shoemaker
Michelle Reinbolz
Aaron Johnson
Alita Hill
Caitlin Fitzsimmons
Cat MacDonell
Elizabeth Lowe —
Jeff Willhoit
Lorena Oliva
Rebekah Hrdina
Dave Bartel
Diana McKinzie
Julie Brown
Dale Oliver
Jennifer Schenten
Jody Hourigan

English
English

Allison Hall

English Ed.

Eric Hartry

English Ed.

Halina Muller
Rachel Harrison

Forestry

Forestry
Geography

Geography

Humanities
Info. Services
Journalism

Craig Panza

Marybeth Peterson
Sharon Vander Wal

Will Yavorsky
Bekie Nobriga
Nathan Aeschleman
_ Rebecca Gores

Liberal Studies
Liberal Studies
LSEE ,.
LSEE
LSEE
LSEE
LSEE
LSEE
LSEE
LSEE
Marine Biology
Marine Biology

Marine Biology
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Math/Music
Music
Music
Music

Sarah Jones

Oceanography
Pre-Nursing
Pre-Nursing

Amanda Western

Merrill Stevens
Alia Dunphy

>

Kinesiology
Kinesiology
Kinesiology
Kinesiology
Kinesiology
Kinesiology
Kinesiology
Kinesiology

we

Amber Dodson
Christina Cadruvi

Allison Horton

Josh Otto
Katie Laughton
Lauren Hoffman
Greg Smylie

Recreation Admin.
Recreation Admin
Religious Studies
Religious Studies
Social Science
Social Science
Social Work
Social Work
Spanish

JoanMarie Woolen

Ben Whetstine
Jennifer Compton
Kristen Swain
Steve Chudoba
Amanda Howard

Daphne Vaughn
Marty Turkis
- Rachel Hensen
Tara Horstmann

Kay Libolt
Tomas Cortez
Ben Fox

Craig Frankie
Garrett John

Jeremy Robinson
Margaret Hill
Adriana Guzman

Jake Verschuy!

Music & English
Music & Languages

Jen Saunders

Natural Resources
NRPI
NRPI
NRPI
Nursing

John Harbert
Chris Panza

Nick Pappani
Tom Rickstrew
Sandra Chiricosta

ge eee

Bernice Bond
Morgan King
Joe Kencke
Kelley Mahaffey
Michael Roberts
Tanya Gilbreth
Peter Gent
Travis Rhodes |

Spanish
Sports Medicine
Student Life
Studio Art
Undeclared
Undeclared
Undeclared
Undeclared
Undeclared
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
dite BiciooyNat Am. Studies

Wildlife Mgmt.
Wildlife Range Mgmt.
‘Hs
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10:25 p.m. Officers responded
to a large party on the second floor
of Fern Hall. Officers determined

et
zorN
SF Ra
Internet

that the party was under control by

Housing and Dining Services.

Friday, April 14
12:09 a.m. Officers responded to
a report of five people that were
being very loud and possibly intoxicated on the trail behind Cypress Hall. The officers confiscated a 8-inch glass bong that was
slated for destruction.

11:45 p.m. A resident of Chinquapin Hall complained ofa group
of residents that were drunk and
fighting. Officers responded and
were unable to locate any drunk
subjects but did notice an exit sign
had been vandalized. The damage
was less than $200 and a case was
initiated.

1:35 a.m. An individual with
nothing better to do made a threatening phone call to a resident of
Juniper Hall. This kind of activity
is not tolerated by UPD and a case
was initiated.

Stay Local!
Preserve Democracy!

Saturday, April 15

2:08 a.m. A resident contacted

UPD concerning eight people who
were playing Frisbee loudly. An
officer contacted four subjects and
warned them against making noise
after quiet hours.

100%

a report of five people on the roof
of the University Center. Officers
were unable to locate anyone.

as

ST

TT

& Operated!

23269-26407

Sunday, April 16
12:06 a.m. Someone reported a

“What a Great

8:28 p.m. Officers responded to

Owned

Locally

perience

Yr yr’ 8

1:47 a.m. A resident was playing
guitar in front of Chinquapin Hall
and was reportedly disturbing
other residents. An officer responded but was unable to locate
the resident.

case was initiated.

~ compiled by Mark Buckley
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7 p.m. A person was reported
posting business cards on vehicles
stating, “Lose weight naturally.” A

Monday, April 17
2:53 p.m. A person was reported

oe

2:23 p.m. A vehicle parked on
Jenkins Lane was booted for more
than five unpaid parking citations.

9:58 p.m. Several people were
on the roof of University Center. An officer warned
them that if they were caught up
there again they would be charged
with trespassing.

having a seizure in the Library
lounge.
An ambulance was dispatched
but the subject was conscious and
refused medical treatment.

Learning the language. Meeting
people. Coming face to face with
history, art and architecture, culture,

RO

Thursday, April 13

agi ts ee

12:47 p.m. A student complained of a man in a sailor hat sitting on the steps of the Library and
staring at people going in and out
of the building.
An officer responded, but the
man was not doing anything illegal.

2:16 p.m. A parking officer
found a plastic bag that contained
white pills.
The items were turned into UPD
to be destroyed.
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5:09 a.m. A different person was
reported camping in Redwood
Hall. The person was cited and removed from the building.

12:01 p.m. A person was caught
shoplifting in the Depot. Workers
detained the person and UPD issued a citation.

5:06 p.m. Two males juveniles
were reportedly seen on the roof
of Science B trying to light something on fire.
Officers responded but were unable to locate any hoodlums.

thissemester:

tye

Wednesday, April 12
5 a.m. A person was reportedly
sleeping in the second floor television lounge in Sunset Hall. The
subject was cited and removed
from the building.

confiscated and is being held by
UPD.

thisweek|

food
and fun.

7:55 a.m. An officer observed.a

>

shotgun inside of a vehicle in the
Mai Kai Lot. The shotgun was

ag)

and sent him on his way.

12:05 p.m. A vehicle in the Jolly
Giant Commons Lot was towed
and impounded for excessive unpaid parking citations.
The vehicle had been previously,
booted but the owner apparently
did not get the hint.

UNIVERSITY
STUDIES ABROAD
CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention. Fully

ey

against panhandling on campus

4:30 p.m. A woman contacted
UPD concerning her 16-year-old
daughter who had been threatened
while they were at the Pow Wow.
A case was initiated.

Ne

The officers advised the man

behind the North Campus Apartments. The matter was turned over
to APD.

mm

ers arrived.

party
a largeed
to be in
was determ

ee

ing by L.K. Wood Boulevard and Sunset Avenue. The
man fled into the bushes as offic-

Giant Commons Lot. The noise

10:12 a.m. Two men were looking into vehicles and taking pictures. The subjects were contacted
and they turned out to
by officers
be insurance adjusters investigating a claim.

ere

accredited — receive university credit.

~~

aE

OOOB®
‘Tuesday, April 11
1:56 p.m. A man was reported

Se

loud noise coming from the Jolly

We provide great classes in intensive,
language, history, anthropology, art,
business, economics, political science...

University Studies Abroad Consortium

University of Nevada MS/323

Reno, Nevada 89557
(775) 784-6569
f E-mail: usac@unr.edu

http:/ /usac.unr.edu
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LUMBERJACK STAFF
As HSU continues to grow,

buildings and departments are

“Nobody is telling CCAT that

proposed

they have to be eliminated,”

ahterrnative for

Crawford said. “The people at
CCAT have a unique program that

the art

HSU benefits from.”

4 buliding

_ According to surveys conducted

| would be

forced to expand to accommodate _ through College of Arts, Humani-

shaded
on the
west side
by redwood
trees.

the increasing amount of students. _ ties and Social Sciences,art comes
up as the No. 1 department lackFor decades the art department
and CCAT have been vying fora _ ing space for the size of its student
piece ofland that each department enrollment.
“We outgrew our current art
wants.
The art department is the sec- _ building over 10 years ago and we
i
ond largest major on campus with continue to be the fastest

an estimated 450 full-time stu-

i

is

major on campus,” Crawford said.

detain
.
“We can’t prolong the change any
dents currently enrolled.
the art department
‘An estimated 800 students on longer, we need todo something. _side of CCAT,
“Ihave the responsibility to rep- _is not happy with the secondarylo‘campus use CCAT tolearnabout
solar energy, soil fertility and or- _ resent a large number of students _ cation.
“We would have to cut down _
on this campus, and we need to
ic gardens.
e our needs,”
For the past 20 years, James _ teach them in the best possible lo- trees to accommodat
Crawford said.
Crawford, chair of the art depart- cation,” he said.
Gary said CCAT is empathetic
was
Although the art department
ment, has been petitioning to rems the art delocate the building to a more us- _ planted on the land currently oc- toward the proble
cupied by CCAT in the 1990 Mas- _ partments faced with,butCCAT
able location.
its current location _
“Art, by necessity, needs a great ter Plan, HSU’s executive board _ has resided in
for more than 20 years.
deal of natural light and we don’t reviewed the 2000 Master Plan
important resource
get enough of it in our current lo- and allotted a secondary location § “We are an
_to the art department on the west - for HSU,” Gary said.“CCAT
cation,” he said. “We also need
needs the sun for solar production
more outside space and delivery side of CCAT.
access for our sculpting classes.”

“We would co-exist up on the

The art departmentis currently _ hill,” CCAT Co-Director Johnny
located behind the campus foun- Gary said. “CCAT supports art
tain. Crawford wants to relocateto and believesit isan important academic discipline.”
behind the natural resources
buildings, the spot currently occu- _ Because of the shade created by
the tall redwood trees on the west _
pied by CCAT.

and to enhance site activities.

“You can’t just pick up and
transplant our soil fertility and gar-_
dens. These took us years to create and will be ruined ifthe artde- _
partment levels out the current
buildings here,” he said.

cs
_If the art department is granted
CCAT’s current loca:

tion, CCAT will have

to fight for a new location.
“No other suitable
sites have been offered
to CCAT ifwe have to
relocate,” Gary said.
“Space is maxed out
on this campus.
“Both departments
understand the other’s needs and we

hope, in the end, everyone can find their
proper niche on campus,” he said.
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after 2 y
On Friday, April28, shortl
building at Humboldt State
everyand
alarms will sound.
University will be evacuated as part of a very important

EXERCISEa — one that will test

YOUR ability to do the

be to proceed
| BIGHT thing, which will
10 one of five Emergency

EMERGENCY
ASSEMBLY
POINTS
niet

* CypressPlayfield
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STUDENTS, staff, faculty and visitors to campus:

TEEREE REE

Evacuation exercise, Friday,

soar woe

sy Jen Bostwick

uld get top priority: CCAT or Art?

(above Redwood

amen

* Special Events Field (between Natural
Resources and the Science Complex)

ASSEMB
PointsLY
(EAPs).

This EXERCISE fulfills part of the university's legal and
prepare for
tythe
to bili
MORAL responsi
SAFETY of its students, employees and visitors;
AND,in so doing, it will

-...

SENSE of purpose and direction that will serve them when

cand

HELP individuals develop within themselves a greater

arises.
GER EN
SE
UNFOREDAN

When the alarm sounds, proceed quickly to the nearest EAP, but follow these rules: Walk,
don't run. Use stairs instead of elevators (which, in an emergency, can jam and trap you
inside). Help people around you who need assistance. When you arrive at an EAP, you will be
asked to fill out a brief evaluation and to remain at the EAP until all buildings have been
cael
TL. «aud deme ao alee
ee
eS
CN

at the EAPs
remain buildings
you should
(In an actualof disaster,
operationsfor;. conditions
campus will resume beennormalaccounted
are
and
utilities
roads,
nearby
until persons
GeAbcoitady ia coor perio fom rpus can beassured.)
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The university will be assessing the effectiveness of notification procedures, pedestrian flow,

compliance, space needs and other issues. Thus, your understanding, calmness, cooperation,
and feedback are encouraged. Remember, whether it's a real emergency or an exercise, we're
all in this together — and practice makes preparedness.
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Hundreds of HSU students
Monday afternoon in the
UC Quad to protest the International Monetary Fund and the
World Bank.
Studio art major Astra Rooney
began the walk-out by describing
tactics used thus far on
by police in Washington D.C.,

PUR PRS ET

such as tear gas and rubber bullets.

“We are going to take the power
” Rooney said. “We are the
children of the future.”
The rain didn’t hamper the attendance as the crowd stood under overhangs and in the rain to
hear the guest speakers.
Melanie© Williams, political science professor, gave background
information on the IMF and the
World Bank.
“We came here for more than just
to get out of class,” Williams said.

The event was called a “teach-in,”

not a protest.
Williams said the Third World
doesn’t owe the United States any
money.
“The debt has been paid,” Williams said.

“We have stolen the resources of

these countries,” she continued.

take that te the bank.”
RRAMONA AFRICA
self-prociaimed revolutionary
Third World can’t be.”
Williams discussed the postWorld War II creation of the World
Bank and its three sister banks, and
said the IMF was created to determine the value of global money.
She recommended the people in
attendance read the material from
the IMF at www.imf.org.
“The final form of imperialism is
the flow of the world’s money from
south to north,” Williams said.

“Conditions set by the IMF have

led to riots all across the world,”

she said.
Williams described two problems with the World Bank.
“The World Bank lacks democracy and transparency and has a
weighed voting system,” Williams
said.
She said the World Bank can
only make decisions with a majority vote of 85 percent. The United
States holds 17 percent of the to-

choose to,” Williams said.

“We are calling for truly demot economic
cratic and
institutions,” said Kim Berry, a program coordinator for women’s

studies.
“We are one people with one
common problem,” said Ramona
Africa encouraged all to participate and said everyone can do
something.
“All of these raindrops are individual but when they come together they can form powerful

PHOTO
By Mixe

ta
ke athe at utniety Cn tiene ot eal, Caan
faculty gathered in the UC Quad on Monday to protest

waves,” she said.

Students from the Direct Action
Network performed a skit in an effort to inform people on what they
say the corporate media won’t tell
them.
After nearly two hours of constant rain the students, bearing

Baro

signs and flowers, gathered for a
march into Arcata.
up a full lane of
The march took
traffic and people were chanting
“Ain’t no power like the power of
tak the power of the
the mais. cause
people don’t stop!”
In the Arcata Plaza people recited poetry and were able to voice

presen
bios
Bank and IMF.
their viewpoints individually.
Students and community members gathered Monday night to listen to Alexander Cockburn and
Ramona Africa.
Cockburn is an environmental

journalist and syndicated columnist for the Los Angeles Times.
He asked, “Why is there always
a story in the paper about a bus
plunging over a cliff in the Third
World?
“It’s because the roads are so
fucked up because these countries
aren’t able to maintain the roads

due to the actions of IMF and the
World Bank,” he said.

Africa spoke out about activism
and her experiences.
“I am a revolutionary; I believe
in revolution,” Africa said. “Guns

and bloodshed can be a part of
revolution, but they are not neces“These people running the
World Bank and the IMF don’t
care about life, only about dollars,”
she said.
“We will never back off, and you
can take that to the bank.”
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I better go to the A.S.
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“I’m here because the people of the

don't care about ife, only
about dollars. We will
never back eff and you can

tal vote for the World Bank.
“The United States has incredible power over decisions since it
can basically veto an issue if they
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March: Women try to prevent violence one step at a time
¢ CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 4

SP

theater troupe.
Shari Johnson , the domestic
vio-

lence prevention coordinator at the
Humboldt County Office of Education, said it’s sad that “we must

to stand witness to another
year of violence and oppression of
women.”
Nicole Gans, a women’s studies

senior and co-manager of the
Women’s Center, spoke about rape
and racism.
Kris Huschle from Humboldt
Women for Shelter spoke about
domestic violence and women’s

few more
pei
the way.

One unidenti-

fied ‘speaker
summed
up the
whole point of

the night
by say-

ing, “Everytime
someone
the truth, they
steal power from
those who are

trying
to hide it.”
i

peoT0s By Cc

“It’s overpowering and exciting
to hear how loud women can be,”
she said.

The marchers brought patrons

out of the bars on the Plaza and
residents out of their homes in
town.

Marchers walked through the
streets to honking horns and
screams of support, mingled with
confused glares of people who
didn’t quite understand the concept. The participants even man-

Bana

Silent support

Women march down H Sines? to the sound of
the cause.
cheers and horns supporting

Participants picked up a few more

marchers

Men weren't allowed to speak on pation is absolutely vital in stopthe mike or to march during Take _ ping violence against women, it is
important that there be a
Back the Night; they were asked to

oe
along the way.
to not only listen, stopping violence against women.
the opportunity
dd
ona
but to actually hear and under-

with one
They did, however, get the can stand in solidarity
ina another.
chance to express
men’s discussion group which — 2. To show respect for female
survivors by allowing more time
took place during the march.
Center handout gave _ for them to speak and maintainga
A Women’s
for them to share
four reasons why male silent sup- _ safe atmosphere
their experiences.
port was requested:

sexual assault have to say.
4. The march is symbolic of being able to walk the streets at night
a

attend only in silent support.

UD

1. Although men’s active partici-

ia

platform where female survivors

3. By remaining silent,men have
oe

eee

NeCAUISE...
euroPe

stand what female survivors of

-

by sociology professor Steve

Travis Fulton,anenStamnosand

away,” said Fulton of the change

inctsiadie lt oy sonnallie tien
who took part in the discussion.
“Seeing survivors up there telling their stories forced them to realize the horrors of this and to see
why people make such a big deal
of it — because it is,” Fulton
out

said.

science senior who is _—- For more information on Men
vironmental
starting a club on campus called Against Rape Culture, call Travis
Fulton at the Women’s Center at
Rape Culture.
Men
Fulton said that about 25 men 826-4216.

showed up to discuss their role in

someone’s gotta win an incredible trip for ten to

and it might as well be you!
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Arcata park development plan may help HSU class

on id
sy Cnantes

Douveias

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Negotiations currently under
turna
ll
way in Arcata City Hamay

r
once-ignored park into a centefor
i

e

bl

e

e

1.

ture.

propBayside Park, a city-owned
erty located on Old Arcata Road,
Lane, is
just south of Buttermilk
review by the city govundergoing
ernment.
The General Plan of Arcata, approvedin 1980, is up for review
this year. Under the current plan,

Bayside Parkis to be developed
into a soccer field. The new plan
ment of Bayside Park toward alter-

within a month. Right now, the

matter is being looked over by the
Parks and Recreations Committee,
and will be followed by a review

from the Creeks and Wetlands

Committee.

es

tacted but were unavailable for

acres on the western side of

SP

tional Farm has been leasing two

yo,

public comment.
The nonprofit Arcata Educa-

|

eet

oe

Bayside Park for several years in
ororder to pursue a sustainable,

Age te

ganic and hands-on approach to

ep

on the
g.
working
Peoplein
farm
farm said they are excited about

ay)

plans to increase public use of the
park.
of the park’s alterOne advocate
native uses is Susan Ornelas, an

for
organic farmer who volunteers
the Arcata Educational Farm.
“(The changes) look like they are
going to go through easily,”
Ornelas said.
Ornelas has taught several
courses on agricultural issues at
HSU and is also teaching a class
for HSU’s new Summer Session.

at the farm have not been able to

| neering $80), threeaunit course

the tnatha
ized
Ornelas
ture of the land itself is a factor in
nt,the
and said
future developme
builde
abl
soil may be unsuitfor

Community Agriculture (Engi-

Aug.
30 and n
May ee
betw

8, will include a weekly meeting at
the farm.
“A summer class makes more

sense on this issue,” Ornelas said,

it will coincide with the growing
season at the farm. She said previous HSU courses she has taught
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<a, Sustainability on display
North Coast concern for
S
Festival ae
i

conservation

sy Sean Meisner
LUMBERJACK STAFF

In preparation for Earth Day
2000 the Northcoast Environmental Center sponsored The Sustainable Living Fair.
Sunday’s fair was the first of its
kind and was held at the Eureka
Municipal Auditorium. The event
commemorated the 30th anniversary of Earth Day, which is Saturday.
Every year around this time, the
NEC has an auction and dinner to
recognize Earth Day.
“This year we wanted to do
something more. Something to
bring positive actions to the

a
Dozens of people gathered at the Eureka
the
pal Auditorium on Sunday to participatefor
Sustainable Living Fair. Right: Pedaler's Express
co-owner Fhrye Phoenix (behind desk), taiks
about nonpoiluting transportation such as electric-powered bikes.

forefront,”event coordinator Eliza-

beth Conner said.
The group will also have its annual auction and dinner on Saturday at the new Arcata Community
Center.
“We wanted to bring positive
and practical ideas about sustainable living to the community. This
fall we began to organize this event
which we cnet
was a perfect

Representatives from the League
of Women Voters were also there
to promote Earth Day.
“As part of the community we
felt it was very important to come
here and promote our positions on
sustainable living, transportation

sible to the community,” Conner

said.
The fair consisted of 41 booths
from
organizations and businesses
throughout Humboldt County, as
far away as Orleans. Although the
NEC contacted most of the participants, some of them found out
about the fair elsewhere and be-

chance to make something acces-

and solid waste,” said John
Williamson, a representative for

the league.

came interested.

know that Planned Parenthood is
an option for every woman in
Humboldt County,” she said.
“If women all over the world as
well as in Humboldt County were
to plan out their families, the stress

Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
was also represented at the fair.

“Many people don’t think of
Planned Parenthood when thinking about sustainable living, but
the two are very much connected,”

on them and the Earth would se-

said Tera Prucha, who is from the

verely decrease. Sustainable living

organization.
“This fair was a great way to get

SEE SUSTAINABLE, PAGE 16

the word out and let everyone
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HSU Students:
Discover Rainbow Mini Storage.
Running out of room?

Store your stuff here.

e Each space individually alarmed.
Accessible 7 days a week.
e Fire alarm system throughout.
¢ Dry, well-lighted spaces.
e Packing materials & boxes availabie.

Call

S22-2200

Full self-service UPS packing &
shipping service available.

Easter Sunday e+ 5:30 pom
the New Arceta Commnity Center
(across from Healthsport)

Vineyard of Arcata
an alternative Christian community
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. Breaking even

sy Vicky

Wildlife Care Center leads ‘nuisances’ back into the wild
babies are found by area
"Tfigured
that 1 | could hatched
citizens and brought to the center

ee S
Pipeitr

rehab some wild animals
and turn them back to the
wid, | might at least break
aven with the amount that

SPECIAL
TO THE LUMBERJACK
Wild animals get care when they
need it, thanks to

a Humboldt

County group. Members of the
Humboldt Wildlife Care Center
are available night or day to take in
animals that need their help.
“After being a member of the
group for only two months I had

he was killing.”
Donna

Wildlife
Care Center
volunteer

21 possums to take care of,” said

Donna Pace, treasurer for the

group and docent at the Eureka
Zoo

The Humboldt Wildlife Care

Center was founded in 1979 when
a handful of community citizens

realized the need for a group that

nurses abandoned possums until they are strong
enough to survive in the wild. The young possums need
a heat pad to simulate the warmth of their mothers’

had the wildlife’s best interests in
mind.
The center is a nonprofit organization that relies solely on private
donations and grants.
The group does not have its own
building. Someday there will be

pouches.
“the raccoon lady” within the
group because of her unwavering
commitment to rehabilitating
stranded and injured raccoons.
Because many of the raccoons

one, but for now it meets at the

Adorni Center in Eureka.

she receives are still babies, she has
to be awake every two hours to feed

Sharon Pena, who has been a

member of the group for six years,
is warm-heartedly referred to as

405)

7

them
a special diet.
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with fiscal affairs and recent news,

but did so in a room that held an
aura of determination and genuine
caring.
They talked about their anticipation for the coming “baby season,”
when all of the newly born or
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E

ah Mag:

Pace joined the group after discovering that her neighbor was
baiting traps and killing animals
that wandered into his yard.
When she asked him why he had
killed a possum, he said that they
were like “big rats, and a nuisance.”
When Pace had no luck trying to

convince her neighbor that what
he was doing was wrong, she decided to try something different.
“I figured that if I could rehab
some wild animals and turn them
back to the wild, I might at least
break even with the amount that he
was killing,” Pace said.
This “breaking even” is what the
center is all about. At a meeting
Tuesday the members talked about
the group’s agenda. They dealt
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Check out our on-line specials at
www-humboldtc

mig.co

fiesta

to be taken care of. It’s the busiest
time of the year for the group, and
the members said they look forward to it.
“This is the first time in 11
had any posmonths that I haven’t
sums, and baby season is right
around the corner,” Pace said.

The cost to take care of wild animals varies with the species.
For example, to care for and feed

one red-tailed hawk for one month,

it costs $150.
To feed and care for one baby
songbird for the same amount of
time, it costs $10.

Some of the other animals that
the group has cared
for in the past
include owls, squirrels, bats,

skunks, all types of birds of prey
and fox pups.
The Humboldt Wildlife Care
Center also gives educational presentations.
Members visit area elementary
schools and educate the children
about wildlife in the area.
A member of the group usually
brings along an animal “guest” that
cannot be safely returned to the
wild to show to the children.
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Go the distance
HSU student attends World Bank-IMF protests in Washington
HSU environmental science senior Alfonso Acosta spent the
weekend at ground zero of the International Monetary Fund/World
Bank protests in Washington, D.C.
The protests, which were put
together by a coalition known as
the Mobilization for Global Justice,

received continuous coverage from
CNN, C-SPAN and the major networks on Sunday.
The IMF and World Bank were
holding their semi-annual meetings in the nation’s capital.
Protesters gathered to speak out
against both ‘the IMF and the
World Bank.
They spoke out against the organizations on what they view as a
lack of public accountability, a dubious environmental record, and

loan agreements that can devastate
developing nation’s economies
and contribute to the growing gap
between the rich and poor.
The protesters were not able to

prevent

the

meetings

from

nity — that, and he likes to travel.

Last November he also participated in the WTO protests in Seattle.
“I was much more active there,”

he said in a telephone interview
from a hostel in D.C. “This time
(going to Washington, D.C.) I felt
like I'd earned a bit in life so I decided to go.”
So he borrowed money from
friends, got a $50 calling card from
his mother and headed off to D.C.
The first day of the protests,
which was April 16, was a tiring,
observational day for Acosta.
He said he walked about a 16block radius observing the pro-

and ran out to catch the end of it,”

he said.
He also listened
to a speech by
Kevin Dannaher, co-founder of

Global Exchange, a global awareness organization.
Acosta also took pictures of some
of the protesters. One group of
protesters was tear gassed by police about 10 minutes after he took
pictures of them, Acosta said.
He also handed out copies of the
Auto-Free Times, a publication
from the Arcata-based group Allliance For A Paving Moratorium. He

agreed to hand out copies of the
Auto-Free Times as a favor.

As an activist, Acosta said he

Some of the copies were given to
the roving flocks of CNN and net-

learns by observation how he
might someday organize protests.

work reporters.

As a journalism minor, he said

on the mall near the Washington

“You never know whose hands
those copies are going to wind up

Monument.

in,” Acosta said.

tests, which were centered mostly

The general sense of the protests
was less people and more cops,
compared to Seattle, Acosta said.
Acosta said he had several reasons for making thé trip, which as
of Sunday had cost him $700.
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someday he might like to cover
protests.
Then there’s the part ofhim that:

loves feeling important.
Acosta said in Seattle he was invited to attend press conferences.
He sat there, dressed up, carrying
a pen and pad, surrounded by
people representing all the major
news agencies.

He said he experienced a “high”
from being surrounded by such an
impressive lineup of journalism
elites.
SEE PROTEST, NEXT PAGE
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He also got some tourist obligations out of the way by visiting the
Vietnam and Lincoln memorials.
Acosta attended part of a lecture
by Green Party presidential candidate Ralph Nader.
“I caught the end of it. I was ina
bar nearby and saw him on the TV

ae

occuring, as was the case in the
Seattle World Trade Organization
meetings in November. But many
of the protesters still believe they
effectively raised awareness about
their concerns, according to a
Monday report on National Public Radio.
For Acosta, this global media
spectacle was a learning opportu-

sy James TRESSLER

CSta0

Volunteers can contribute ideas
on how to prepare, publicize,

decorate for the festival, as well as

Peninsula cleanup
needs volunteers
Volunteers are needed to participate in the fifth annual Peninsula
Clean Up and Beautification Day,
which will be held Saturday from
10 a.m. to $ p.m. at the Manila
Community Center.
The event will include picking
up trash along the roadside and
dune forest, as well as helping disabled or elderly citizens participate
in the cleanup.
Community residents from the
Peninsula may bring their trash,
recyclables, tires and appliances
directly to the center for disposal
in on-site trash bins. Residents
may also request volunteers to install a small garden box at their
homes, but must call to request
this service.
For more information on Peninsula Clean Up and Beautification
Day, call 445-3309.

talk
to e
Bar Non

about

Pelican

Bay

Bar None, a Humboldt County-

old people in the audience,”

Acosta said. “And the profanity
was unnecessary considering

saw
costa said althouhegh
dow

one police car with a win
d a sign that was|
covereby

*LIVE

based prisoner support/activist
group, will educate interested
community members on Pelican
Bay State Prison on Monday at 7
p.m. in Goodwin Forum.
The prison, located in Crescent
City, has been open for 11 years.
Since it opened, the prison has
been the target of numerous lawsuits and allegations of human
rights abuses.

Speakers will include attorneys
Tom Easton and Paul Gallegos.
The event will include a history
of Pelican Bay, information on political prisoners currently incar-

cerated there, and a life-sized re-

construction of a solitary confinement cell.

Fourth of July
ideas are needed
The Humboldt Bay Fourth of
July Festival committee in Eureka
is looking for volunteers to help
put together ideas for a safe, fun
July 4, 2000 celebration.

SHHRIMI

See

how to clean up afterward.
Booth spaces for information or

CLAM

eis

GOOD

the sale of crafts, fine arts, food or

eee

rea

FOOD

merchandise are also available for
the celebration. Some booths are
available free of charge for
children’s activities. All boothspace reservations are on a firstcome, first-serve basis.

For more information call 4448817.

Roe vs. Wade rally
set for Tuesday
There will be a rally to support
Roe vs. Wade, the U.S. Supreme
Court decision to legalize abortion,
on the steps of the Humboldt
County Courthouse in Eureka on
‘Tuesday from noon to | p.m.
The rally is being put together by
the Humboldt County Pro-Choice
Coalition and Six Rivers Planned
Parenthood.
A case being argued before the
Supreme Court earlier this month,
which contests the constitutionality ofa Nebraska state law banning

abortion, will be another focus of

the rally.
For more information call 4422961.
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Eacter Week Candlelight Service
Thursday night at 7 p.m.

Raise money for

area parks Friday
March for Parks, the largest
Earth Day event in the United

States, will begin Friday at 9:30

a.m. at the Arcata Marsh Interpretive Center.
The march raises money for

HSU interpretation students to
construct educational displays for
Arcata’s natural areas. Area elementary school children and
community members will also be
marching to raise money for Arcata
parks.
The event is open to anyone and
will be a 1.5 mile march passing
through the Arcata Marsh and
Wildlife Preserve trails.
For more information on the
event or how to make pledges, call
839-5649.
~ compiled by James Tressler
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mental to the success of the farm,

Ornelas said.
Two HSU students and a recent
graduate are the farmers for this
ming season.
“The land has been forgiving
and helpful,” said HSU alumnus

SATURDAY

Terry Nave. “I’ve found that this

NEXT YEARS SEASON

PASSES

place gave me hands-on experience, something you can’t norget inside a university.”
Patrick Oliver, a sustainable ag-

riculture student who

previ

apprenticed at the Live Power
Community Farm in Covelo, emphasized the role of communitysupported agriculture, or CSA, in
its vision of farming.
“CSA creates a Ziies relationship between
food and people who
care about (agriculture) done in an
economically and socially just

ADULTS

KIDS 7 & UNDER AND OVER 70 ARE FREE!

GREAT NEWS FOR
NO MATTER THE SIZE OF
YOU WILL NOT PAY MORE
FOR YOUR ENTIRE

FAMILIES!
YOUR FAMILY,
THAN $749.00
FAMILY.

Buy YOUR 2000/2001 PASS
AND SKI & RIDE FOR THE REST
OF THIS SEASON ABSOLUTELY
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is very important and we are very

supportive of everything here today,” Prucha said.
“] think it’s great that the people

from Six Rivers Planned Parenthood are here. It’s great to see all
types of sustainable living here at
the fair,” an Arcata resident known

as “Flower” said.
Pedaler’s Express had a booth
set up to promote its new business
that uses bicycles for picking up
recycables from area businesses.
The company, headed by part

HURRY!

CALL

PASSES

ARE

LIMITED

& ORDER PASSES TODAY!

owner Fhyre Phoenix, is also getting involved with the community.
“We want to encourage everyone
in the community to use nonpolluting vehicles as a mode of trans-

In CSA systems, a coalition of
farmers sell shares to area residents
before spring planting in exchange

for a guaranteed percentage of the

farm’s harvest.
“This creates a community
whereby the inherent risks and rewards of farming are shared,” according
to a brochure from the Arcata Educational Farm.
Eddie Tanner is a soil science
student who worked with Oliver at
the Live Power
Farm.
“I’m excited, things are looking
good, the greenhouse is growing,”
Tanner said.
“We're working well together,”
he added.
According to a draft version of
the plans not yet approved by the
City Council, the new Bayside
Park would boast a public art area,

A live-in care home is located

adjacent to the park and has also
welcomed new development and
the chance for better access to the

park for its residents.
“] think it’s
nice and sweet
what collaboration there is be-

y HSU
tween what the cit
is doing,

students, school children and the

community,” Ornelas said.

Community comes together
portation. With these deliveries
that means less cars on the rode
and less pollution in the air,” Phoenix said.
“We just introduced our new
grocery shopping service in which
we deliver groceries from the Coop in Arcata and Eureka to our
customers,” Phoenix said.

He said they also offer customers a service to take laundry to the
Laundromat for them.
“I thought the motorized bike
thing was cool,” Alan Turnquist of
Eureka said. “I think everyone
should have one. This fair is a great
way to inform people about sustainable living and what they can
do to help.”
Friends of Humboldt County
was also at the fair.

“It is our mission to improve the
quality of life in Humboldt
County,” said Marilyn Oberg,a
representative from the organization.
“We came have today to let
people know what they can do to
get informed about what’s going in
their community.”
Oberg also said they will also
have a booth at HSU on Earth Day,
butwe felt the fair was a great platform for everyone involved.
Along with the NEC many of
the participants will be at HSU on
Saturday.
“Many of the people here chose
today to show their support for
Earth Day, which is great for the
community,” Conner said.
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away risks inherent in market farm-

a spiral herb garden and a community garden with plots rented by
area citizens.
The park already has an educational garden used by the children
at nearby Sunnybrae Middle
School.
School children take field trips
to the park and food from the gardens is integrated into the cheat
nutrition p
Draft plans include an enlarged
school aide a classroom and
easier access from the school to the
park.
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manner,” Oliver said. “This takes
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Students involved in HSU
sustainability classes and projects
such as CCAT have been instru-
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Earth Day: Past, present, future
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Environmentalists predict big challenges in years to come
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1970, environmentalists

Finally, we need a bit of eq-

have achieved many of
their goals ranging from passing
landmark legislation like the Endangered Species Act to gaining
widespread support for recycling
and other conservation measures.
But national and area leaders say
considerable environmental challenges remain and are sure to be-

ulty. There are almost 500

ahead.

“The first Earth Day was a wa-

tershed moment for the modern

eee

en

am

environmental movement,” Ian

Burke, national campus organizer
for the Seattle-based Earth Day
Network, said in a telephone interview. “Within three years, the Environmental Protection Agency
was established, the Endangered
Species and Clean Water Acts were
passed, and millions of people be-

came active in environmental
causes.”
;
Burke said that after the first
Earth Day, more than 2,000 cam-

puses got involved in environmental activism. At that time, Earth Day
founders Gaylord Nelson and
Denis Hayes realized they were
onto something, he said.
“Earth Day quickly became a
symbol of environmental action
that could be shared within the

so
a

‘Map

sy
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ba

ronment,” he said. “Nothing was

quite as exciting as the first Earth
Day 30 years ago.”
Tim McKay, executive director
of Arcata’s Northcoast Environ-

growth and don't know
how to kick our addiction.

whose

millionaires

mental Center, said the laws that

came out of the 1970s dealing with
air and water pollution and endangered species represented a “dramatic change from the ‘businessas-usual’ attitude prior to the first

net

worth is more than that of
the world's poorest three

Earth Day.” Those laws continue

billion people.” —

tion of their environment, he said.

veteran environmentalist

and

community
world.”

around

Here in Humboldt County, the
biggest accomplishments of the
past few decades have been the acquisition of sensitive areas and the
designation of lands to protected

the

David Brower, an 87-old veteran

environmentalist, agreed that
Earth Day was a turning point for

status, McKay said.

“We've seen a shift from timberbased management of public lands

the movement, but said it must to
be put into proper context.

to ecosystem and adaptive manage-

“People think the environmental
movement began with Earth Day,
but it really began with naturalists
like Henry David Thoreau and
John Muir,” he said in a telephone
interview from his home in Berke-

ment where priorities reflect a
more integrative functioning of
biological systems,” he said.
Shortly after the first Earth Day,

ley.
Brower’s experience with envi-

ronmental activism includes serving as executive director of the Si-

erra Club, founder of Friends of

the Earth and the League of Conservation Voters and chairman of
the San Francisco-based Earth Is-

land Institute.

“Earth Day helped to dramatize

~

to be powerful tools for communities seeking cleanup and protec-

Davin BROWER

come more serious in the years

REE

addicted

are

what was being done to the envi-

0G

a study released by a research
group called the Club of Rome
made predictions about food and
mineral production, population
growth and other trends up
through the year 2000.
“It turned out that the population projections were about a billion short and that minerals like
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Captian
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who

chooses to keep

n
mapower
ling
hu
recyc
has devoted his super-

te better the Arcata community.

see History, PAGE 19

In honor of our environment
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Ecology fair and EarthKids workshop to raise awareness
|
"lot of these Gangs are better

LUMBERJACK STAFF

money
savent,
for the environme
and are better for your house-

The HSU Natural History Museum will hold.

celebrate the 30th anniversary of Earth Day
fair andyan EarthKids workwith an ecolog
shop.
The ecology fair is a free event open to all
ages. The goal of the fair is for people to
“stop and really think about what the day
means,” said Spring Garrett, the museum’s
education coordinator.

his alter ego a

“People have the power and the obligation
to keep the Earth healthy,” she said. The
ecology fair will provide people with simple
ways to do that.
There will be several informational disthe
plays and interactive exhibits throughout
museum to “remind people that they do

Sprina GARRET
museum education coordinator

matter, that their choices really do make a
difference,” Garrett said.
Melissa Zielinski, the director of the mu-

“catch
will ys
seum, said she hopes the displa
g
thinkin
people’s attention and start them
about what they can do.”
Exhibits will include topics such as
composting, alternatives to toxic products,
reducing waste, cloth vs. paper or plastic
ee

SEE ECOLOGY, NEXT PAGE
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Ecology: Area roups educate the public about the health of the area’s
© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
bags, eating low on the food chain
and more.
“A lot of these things are better
for the environment, save money
and are better for your household,”
Garrett said.
The exhibits are intended to
present simple solutions so that
people will think, “Wow, that’s
something I can do,” she said.
The Landphere Dunes Unit of
the Humboldt Bay National Refuge, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services will have displays on dune
ecology and restoration, said An-

drea "Pickart of the USFW.
The goal of the USFW is the

“preservation
of biological diver-

take part in the ecology fair. The
group will present information on
the dunes and how non-native
plants take over, making it difficult
for native species to survive.
The group’s goal is to educate
people and get them involved in

We are past the point where we Can protect ... we have
ANDREA PICKART
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services employee

sity with an emphasis on management of endangered species,”
Pickart said.
USFW will show samples of exotic or non-native plants such as
European beach grass, ice plant,
and English ivy,
i which are being
=—— throughout the North
USEW displays will also include
some of the endangered species,

such as the Humboldt Bay Wall-

flower and Beach Leiya.
“Earth Day is all about conserving and restoring the Earth,”
Pickart said. “We are past the point
where we can protect...we have to

restore.
“That is exactly what we are
doing— restoration as well as preservation,” she said.
Friends of the Dunes will also

0

m=
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Smith
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on building batho’...
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painted dark colors° “ep vine
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dune restoration.
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“Part of the responsibility of living in this beautiful environment
is . protect it,” said Jeremy Mills,
administrative assistant
for
Friends of the Dunes.

‘t
There will also by . 1
for kids, an Earth S : |
(stamps collected as "pasion os

Sue Smith, an area biologist, of-

fers an exhibit on bat conservation.
She has specimens of bats from
HSU’s teaching collection, including some of the 12 species of bats
found in Humboldt County.
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Park: Numerous ideas on how to use space
© CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
Students involved in HSU
sustainability classes and projects
such as CCAT have been instru-

mental to the success of the farm,

SATURDAY
NEXT YEARS SEASON

PASSES

ip ADUL
TS

Ornelas said.
Two HSU students and a recent
graduate are the farmers for this
upcoming season.
“The land has been forgiving
and helpful,” said HSU alumnus
Terry Nave. “I’ve found that this
place gave me hands-on experience, something you can’t norinside a university.”
Patrick Oliver, a sustainable agriculture student who previously
apprenticed at the Live Power
Community Farm in Covelo, emphasized the role of community-

GREAT NEWS FOR
NO MATTER THE SIZE OF
YOU WILL NOT PAY MORE
FOR YOUR ENTIRE

FAMILIES!
YOUR FAMILY,
THAN $749.00
FAMILY.

Buy YOUR 2000/2001 PASS
AND SKI & RIDE FOR THE REST
OF THIS SEASON ABSOLUTELY
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is very important and we are very

supportive of everything here today,” Prucha said.
“I think it’s great that the people
from Six Rivers Planned Parenthood are here. It’s great to see all
types of sustainable living here at
the fair,” an Arcata resident known

as “Flower” said.
Pedaler’s Express had a booth
that uses bicycles for picking up
recycables from area businesses.

CALL & ORDER PASSES TODAY!

for a guaranteed percentage of the

a spiral
herb gard len and acommunity garden with plots rented by
area citizens.
The park already has an educational garden used by the children
at nearby Sunnybrae Middle
School
School children take field trips
and food from the garto the park
ds
the school’
into ate
dens is integr
nutrition program.
Draft plans include an enlarged
school garden, a classroom and
easier access from the school to the

A live-in care home is located

adjacent to the park and has also
welcomed new development and
the chance for better access to the
park for its residents.
“] think it’s really nice and sweet
what collaboration there is between what the cityis doing, HSU

students, school children and the

community,” Ornelas said.

Community comes together

set up to promote its new business

HURRY! PASSES ARE LIMITED

away risks inherent in market farming.
In CSA systems, a coalition of
farmers sell shares to area residents
before spring planting in exchange

farm’s harvest.
“This creates a community
whereby the inherent risks and rewards of farming are shared,” accordingto a brochure from the Arcata Educational Farm.
Eddie Tanner is a soil science
student who worked with Oliver at
the Live Power Community Farm.
“I’m excited, things are looking
good, the greenhouse is growing,”
Tanner said.
“We're working well together,”
supported agriculture, or CSA, in
he added.
its vision of farming.
According to a draft version of
“CSA creates a direct relationthe plans not yet approved by the
ship between food and people who
care about (agriculture) done in an ‘City Council, the new Bayside
economically and socially just Park would boast a public art area,

KIDS 7 & UNDER AND OVER 70 ARE FREE!

: % Wi A SEASON PASS YOU'LL HAVE UNLIMITED
DAY & NIGHT SKIING & BOARDING ALL WINTER.
me

“This takes
,”
Oliver said.
manner

The company, headed by part
owner Fhyre Phoenix, is also getting involved with the community.
“We want to encourage everyone
in the community to use nonpolluting vehicles as a mode of trans-

portation. With these deliveries
that means less cars on the rode
and less pollution in the air,” Phoenix said.
“We just introduced our new
grocery shopping service in which
we deliver groceries from the Coop in Arcata and Eureka to our
customers,” Phoenix said.

He said they also offer customers a service to take laundry to the
Laundromat for them.
“I thought the motorized bike
thing was cool,” Alan Turnquist of
Eureka said. “I think everyone
should have one. This fair is a great
way to inform people about sustainable living and what they can
do to help.”
Friends of Humboldt County

“It is our mission to improve the
quality of life in Humboldt
County,” said Marilyn Oberg, a
representative from the organization.
“We came here today to let
people know what they can do to
get informed about what’s going in
their community.”
Oberg also said they will also
have a booth at HSU on Earth Day,
butwe felt the fair was a great platform for everyone involved.
Along with the NEC many of
the participants will be at HSU on
Saturday.

“Many of the people here chose
today to show their support for
Earth Day, which is great for the
community,” Conner said.

was also at the fair.
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Environmentalists predict big challenges in years to

ONLINE EDITOR
ince the first Earth Day in
1970, environmentalists
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Finally, we need a bit of equlty. There are almost 500

have achieved many of
their goals ranging from passing
landmark legislation like the Endangered Species Act to gaining
widespread support for recycling
and other conservation measures.
But national and area leaders say
considerable environmental chal-

worth is more than that of
the world’s poorest three

come more serious in the years

veteran environmentalist

ahead.
“The first Earth Day was a watershed moment for the modern

environmental movement,” Ian

[

Burke, national campus organizer
for the Seattle-based Earth Day
Network, said in a telephone interview. “Within three years, the Environmental Protection Agency
was established, the Endangered
Species and Clean Water Acts were
passed, and millions of people be-
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came active in environmental
causes.”
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Burke said that after the first

Earth Day, more than 2,000 cam-

also

puses got involved in environmental activism. At that time, Earth Day
founders Gaylord Nelson and
Denis Hayes realized they were
onto something, he said.
“Earth Day quickly became a
symbol of environmental action
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came out of the 1970s dealing with
air and water pollution and endangered species represented a “dramatic change from the “businessas-usual’ attitude prior to the first
Earth Day.” Those laws continue
to be powerful tools for communities seeking cleanup and protec-

net

‘

community
world.”

and

around

tion of their environment, he said.

Here in Humboldt County, the
biggest accomplishments of the
past few decades have been the acquisition of sensitive areas and the
designation of lands to protected

the

David Brower, an 87-old veteran

environmentalist, agreed that
Earth Day was a turning point for

status, McKay said.

“We've seen a shift from timberbased management of public lands
managetem
and adaptive
to ecosys
a
reflect
ment where priorities
more integrative functioning of
biological systems,” he said.
Shortly after the first Earth Day,

the movement, but said it must to

be put into proper

context.

“People think the environmental
movement began with Earth Day,

but it really began with naturalists

like Henry David Thoreau and
John Muir,” he said in a telephone
interview from his home in Berkeley.
Brower’s experience with environmental activism includes serving as executive director of the Si-

a study released by a research

erra Club, founder of Friends of

the Earth and the League of Conservation Voters and chairman of
the San Francisco-based Earth Island Institute.
“Earth Day helped to dramatize
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what was being done to the environment,” he said. “Nothing was
quite as exciting as the first Earth
Day 30 years ago.”
Tim McKay, executive director
of Arcata’s Northcoast Environ-

te

group called the Club of Rome
made predictions about food and
mineral production, population
growth and other trends up
through the year 2000.
“It turned out that the population projections were about a billion short and that minerals like

Captian Reducer, who chooses to keep his
recy
mystery, has devoted his super-human
to better the Arcata community.

see History, PAGE 19
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The HSU Natural History Museum will
celebrate the 30th anniversary of Earth Day
workecology fair and an EarthKids
wianth
shop.
The ecology fair isa free event open to all
ages. The goal of the fair is for people to
“stop and really think about what the day
means,” said Spring Garrett, the museum’s
education coordinator.
“People have the power and the obligation
to keep the Earth healthy,” she said. The
ecology fair will provide people with simple
ways to do that.

There will be several informational dis-

plays and interactive exhibits throughout the
museum to “remind people that they do

“A lot of these things are better
money
savent,
for the environme
and are better for your houseSprina GARRET
museum education coordinator

matter, that their choices really do make a
difference,” Garrett said.
Melissa Zielinski, the director of the mu-

seum, said she hopes the displays will “catch
people’s attention and start them thinking
about what they can do.”
Exhibits will include topics such as
composting, alternatives to toxic products,
reducing waste, cloth vs. paper or plastic
(a,

SEE ECOLOGY, NEXT PAGE

workshop, speal
Dan Equinces, teacher of the KarthKids
m.
dren at H$U's Natural History

Museu

—> Wednesday April-t 8;2000-+-The-Lumberiack---wwvitheleci.org-e

\rea

roups educate the public about the health of the area’s land
take part in the ecology fair.

cae
‘e better

We are past the polnt where we can protect ...WORBVE

sehold,”

ANOREA PICKART
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services employee

nded to

so that _ sity with an emphasis on manage-

v, that’s
said.

Unit of

nal Reflife Serm dune
said An-

A
V is the
il diveriver-

on building bat houses which are

plants take over, making it difficult

small chambers

like birdhouses modified with

¢ Com

for native species to survive.

painted dark colors to keep the

alumin

dune restoration.
such as the Humboldt Bay Wall-

Pickart said.

ing in this beautiful environment

“Earth Day is all about conserv- _ is to protect it,” said Jeremy Mills,

ing and restoring the Earth,”

eradicating throughout the North

administrative assistant

1g

iZza.

T

1g

HSU’s teaching collection, including some of the 12 species of bats
found in Humboldt County.

t

for the Earth. The maps will be
posted in the museum as a reFrom 1 13 p.m., Den Equinoes
minder.

for general admission and $7 for
nuelae3 is a chance for children

aste.

ages six to 10 years old to lean

how they can make a difference.

Children can plant trees, write

letters to save endangered species,
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he said

for kids, an Earth Savers passport

and Becca Michaelson will offer
and EarthKids workshop.

Only a Pizza This Big

@

day are

_ There will also be a story time

for

thatmi
reduce
Asa

information about bats in the area.

She has specimens of bats from _ pledge of three things they can do

Coast.
doing— restoration as well as presUSFW disp
willlays
alsoinclude
_ervation,” she said.
some of the endangered species,
_ Friends of the Dunes willi also
i

B e

|

Friends of the Dunes.
from exhibit to exhibit) food, and
Sue Smith, an area biologist, of- _ a drawi
for ng
Earth-friendly prizes.
fers an exhibit on bat conservation.
At noon, people can make a

“That is exactly what we are

P 6

for bats and

to keep uaeout of your house and

“Part of the responsibility ofliv-

otic or non-native plants such as__ Pickart said. “We are past the point
European beach grass, ice plant, where we can protect...we haveto
and English ivy, which are being _ restore.

B e

group will present information on

The group’s goal is to educate _ heat in.
people and get them involved in _ She will give information
on how

ment of endangered species,” _ flower and Beach Leiya.
USFWwill show samples ofex-

Smith will also have information

the dunes and how non-native

to restore.”
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History: Dealing with the premene created by prepetual population growth
© CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 17
aluminum became recycled so extensively
that minin temas lee Hen eebitaalllly
reduced,” Mckay said.

As a result, the questions people ask today are different than they were 25 years ago,
he said.
a considis still
i
“But
” McKay said. The developerable
ing world still looks to the industrialized
world as a model for development,
biodiversity loss is a growing concern as areas with numerous plant and animal species
like tropical rainforests are converted into
grazing lands, and oceans are facing growhas become a seriing stress as —
ous
Although ale progress has been
made, Brower said people still have a long
road ahead toward creating a sustainable
society. “We're addicted to growth and don’t

Population

(from

projections

the eary 1970s) were about a
billion short and minerals like
PLUM

Or

extensively

oe PL
im

mining

that

pacts have been substantially

“Everything else is secondary.”
In particular, Brower said people need to
things from the Earth that can’t
stop
be handled adie like plutonium and must

reduced.

preserve things that can’t be replaced like

endangered species
“Finally, we need a little bit of equity,”
Brower said. “There are almost 500 millionaires whose net worth is more than that of
the world’s poorest three billion people.”
Growing inequality allows wealthy individuals to consume more and more luxury goods
while increasing numbers of poor people are

forced to scramble for resources just to surtal
problems
vive, making many environmen
even worse, he said.

For Burke, the biggest problem facing huwarming and its possible
manity is
iodine rainfall in key
climatic effects like

HOURS

7 DAYS

spawned another organization,
the
aay ag ater
catenin ta
which brought together U.S. Steelworkers
and environmental activists
representatives
who have vowed to work together to stop
a

Gohars wil be tho cies ovas fox yous
show around 50 milto come. “
iahe
living in Californ
by 2020,”
said.“Even if we have modest growth, we'll
likely see 30, 000 more people living around
Humboldt Bay in 20 years.
, other environmen"As
tal issues will only become more pronounced, McKay said.
Despite the challenges ahead, these environmental leaders said they are optimistic
that eventually they can be overcome.
“In 1990 ,we saw 200 million people come
out in support of Earth Day in countries
around the world,” Burke ak “For Earth
Day 2000 we’re working with 181 different
and 4,500 groups to make this the
countries
biggest demonstration yet.”
In addition, the Earth Day Network is
building coalitions with human rights
ee organizations to
groups and workers’
address economic and environmental justice

enough,” hegsaid.
simply isn’tlin
“Recyc
“We have to reduce the amount of what we
use first. We can also reuse the things we
have and buy things made from recycled
materials.”
Dalander said the most important thing
people can do is to educate themselves on
the issues and promote active citizenship. If
s
daily
ecologically sound action become
habit, people can easily become part of the
solution and lessen their impact, he said.
been involved in area environmenoes ago
parte caplet
said he has reason to remain
seen alot of species come off the
species list in my day,” he said. “Public

water

know how to kick our addiction,” he said.

24

agricultural areas, and increasingly intense
and more frequent tropical storms.
Noting thatthe United States has just un
but
der 5 percent of the world’s
uses a quarter of its energy, he said it will be
br Raiicwinio gare
im
especially taporten
of their “outdated” energy economy. “We
must replace fossil fuels with clean, safe and
renewable energy,” Burke said.
Here on California’ 's North Coast, McKay
,ion,
conservat
wth
forest
gro
said

A

and the

of salmon

"Soott Dalander, co-director of education

for HSU's Campus Recycling Program, said

there are a number of concrete things that
evpeople can do to help the environment

slowly,
especially
so, there’s a rich

history of people achieving goals that at first seemed nearly impossible.”
Burke said that students can play a pow-

issues, he said.
Here in California, Brower recently

SEE HisTORY,
NEXT PAGE
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e Greeting cards, picture frames. ‘
e Gift wrap, stationery, invitations
e MUCH MORE!

- Trinidad exit on US 101

: First
tH 4

left on Scenic Drive

oe

for 1.mile, turn left

2825 F Street ¢ Eureka
443-3158 ¢ Fax: 443-0547

833 H Street ¢ Arcata
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Workshops
eaeee

There are abundant ways to celebrate

eae ee

BatZ

Cook-off at 11 a.m. and a kitchen

ee

Oa ee oe

8

ae

Earth Week activities for this
weekend are abundant.

oA Critical Mass Bicycling

wear

it.
pus
More than a dozen educational

all

w

ith

and tours

our

love

it.

frce

Bred pp!

workshops, competitions and acat the
will be held Saturday
tivities

CCAT will be giving two tours
of its facilities at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.

oo

n~

ys

Rivers Solar will explain thermal
mass and radiant heating.At 4 p.m.
learn about the benefits of wind

power.
ein the Green and Gold Room in

Pr Electricity basics will be taught
Hall
at 1 1 a.m. in Founders
starting

Founders Hall startingat 11 a.m.,
Herbs workshop will
the Medicinal
explore the use of herbs as a sustainable living practice.

will be explained, to help make

will lead a
Dunes ds
of theen
eFri

9

and Music Festival on cam-

118. At noon, the basic PV system

e
energy.
homes use renewabl

of hydro2 p.m. the basics
eAt
of

3 p.m. Six
will be demonstratAted.

walkon the dunes of Arcata, start-

ing at 9 a.m. at the Manila Community Center.

There will also be a Solar Oven

about

learn

noon

eAt

at 1 p.m. For a deeper look into
medicinal herbs join a CCAT
from 2 to 4 p.m.
eAt 3 p.m.learn how to make
fryer grease turn into bio-diesel .
eThen at 4 p.m. learn how to
keep your bike in tip-top condition from the Bicycle Learning
Center.

llsconop
at 5 p.m.wi
Worksh

clude, and Robert Bolman will
show his slide show on “Natural

sand Social Justice” and

afterward will
lead a
in Founders Hall 118.
For more information on

Bolman, go to www.efn.org/
~robtb/.

History: Public policies are changing
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erful and unique role in environmental activism.
“They have the most energy and
carry no baggage,” he said. “This
frees them up to act in ways that
keep it real and speak truth to

“We

amount
We

Special Student Fares to most
destinations around the worid

-

enentieisenemnicohinsapanianensicininnicaivsniancenin
;

We
;

do it all!

:
:

we

reuse

the

and

buy

have

things made from recycled

power.” At present, 450 campuses

are official ule of the Earth
Day Network, which includes
HSU.
Dalander said he also sees signs
of growing student involvementin
environmental and social activism.
“There’s so much energy there.
Lots of students went to the recent
World Trade Organization protests to speak out in Seattle,” he
said. “Young people know what's

also

material

bad and they can act on
te eae
es

together
to make a difference.”

Commenting on what must be
e
society,
done to create a sustainabl

Brower said, “we've
bold” above ‘all else.
has genius, power, and
said. “We have to use
them.”
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Dancers take stage

‘On The Thre shold’ features 100 costumes and 13 pe rformances
are more than 100 lighting cues
es

and calls, and more than 100 cos-

ae eS

tumes. Mostly everything has mu-

sic.”

Sievers said this production is

truly unique.

prothis t
abou
“What is
ductionis the abstract concept.
t
There is a variety of differenmu-

The theater arts department is
a
presenting
show created by students and

. All the
danceses
and um
sic, cost

guest choreographers. “On the

dancers extract a feeling or idea
from the dances
she ,”
said.

Threshold”
runs this weekend and
next weekend in the Van Duzer
Theatre.
a New York indeDavid Appel,
pendent choreographer, and
Danny Furlong from the San Francisco Opera Ballet Company have
helped put the show together.
Jyl Hewston, physical theater
said “The opening piece
director,

The two student choreogra-

know
so theyrs,
phers are-dance
have,
rs
what problems dance
involved, she said.
The supervisor of the costume
a whole bunch of different costume
i

It is
in the Park.’
is called ‘Sunday
a physical theater piece that takes

place on another planet. The ac-

; the main ones are Jeane

Hotmer,
a costume designer
student, said, “I am
HSU graduate

ing alien masks. Some of them are
some
and s,
even wearing tentacle

the costume designer for two different pieces. One of the pieces,

‘And Her, A Light Through the

are juggling.”

Trees, is about finding one’s individuality in a community.”
She said that there are three different costumes for six different

girls, and although she is dyeing

be in the show, then they ask the
director for approval, and she
makes the choice.”

the costumes the same colors, they
are different shades so they vary.
The costumes for this piece are

Linda Sievers, the dance direcmostly
are ts
tor, said, “The studen

The other piece is called “Law

street clothes.

advanced and intermediate. The

.

in which the women
Celebazione,”
ors and full skirts, Hotmer said.

“It is a collaborative process,
where we piece everything to-

major at HSU.”

gether. I talked to the director and

Students do not have to be
strictly dance students to take the
class; they just need previous

her to see what they
were looking
for,” she said.
and HSU
The costume designer

The production consists of dif-

graduate student, Pendleton, said,

ferent dance styles and physical

for three different
“I am designing

“There are 13 pieces: a modern
piece, a ballet piece and some

pieces: “To Expel’ and ‘That is Not

and made up of a whole bunch of
different styles,” she said.
“Tangrams” is another of the
physical theater pieces featured in
the show. The actors, wearing all
black, portray shapes such as tri-

said “To Expel” is an
Pendleton

pieces — two physical theater

theater, she said.

the Point,’ and a dance piece,

physical theater skits. It is abstract

angles and squares. They move

around extremely fast and create

objects by combining their different shapes, Hewston said.
“The other physical theater

‘Dance Moon Void Visitor.”
There are many designers
of-the-semester

including this sheer skirt and leotard for the plece “Grass Dance.”
dropped off by her boyfriend,
slams the door and says, ‘That is
not the point.’ It is about relation-

and touches on the point that
Hamlet had more to do with

in this piece,”

the two
how ent
and present repres

ships. The actors are dressed in
modern gre

pieces are ‘Far from Relief which

is a slap-stick comedy with different clowns. ‘That is Not the Point’

starts out with a door in the middle
of the stage, where a women gets

and costume assistants working on costumes for the endReneé Shaw, art senior, helps create many costumes

piece that was inspired by Hamlet

think.
people s
than a’
deathli
Ophe
Different costumes from the past

periods cannot come together,”
Hewston said.

”a produc
“On the Threshisold
and Ophelia. This piece is about a tion that combines acting and
relationship that has gone wrong dancing, It has something to offer
a
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spoof where the
Ozzy and Harriet

actors are wearing 1950s outfits in
bright, bold colors.
“In ‘That is Not the Point, the
actors are wearing contemporary

Sievers said.
“There are about 20 dancers

clothes. I really like this piece, the
———
a

have to want to do it because they

The other piece she is designing,

who work extremely hard. They

rehearse for four-hour stretches,

five days a week.
“People who are not in dance do
not realize how time-consuming
this is,” she said.
show. There
“This is a two-hour

seeen Scent

si bat he
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le an A ll el Roti

oe

i

me eee

is a dance piece about a coven of
witches.
The dancers are wearing flowy,

‘see THRESHOLO
PAGE PB
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The___
from a
nowned Flip Mode
Squad never flashes a
catchy trackon her 16song album, Dirty
Harriet.
Her songs are not
laden with the constant
barrage of sexual innu-

endo,

or

violence

__ neighborhood

drama, and I’ll credit

her with that.
However, her songs
don’t really come across as
having any meaning or point. A
majority of songs seem to be spoken rather than sung, and one
learns quickly that she loves to

Dirty Harriet
w

drop F-bombs left and right.
Digga too often relies on other

Female MC, Rah Digga, should
her name to Grave Digga.
She may be in the unemployment
line soon because her debut album
The newfalls short— really short.
est member of Busta Rhymes’ re-

established artists to make cameo
appearances throughout. Johnny
B, Dickie Swarv, Stace Dawgg and
Tinker Nine make guest appear-

vee
826-3928
a

The Flying
Karamazov
Brothers
[

o

| Lo8

WW W

buying. Digga’s instrumental and
background beats are downright
horrid. With sampling beats from

classic, scary movies and operatic
tunes, Rah turns a listener almost

neurotic. Her scratchy voice
doesn’t help matters either.
The biggest insult of all may be
Digga’s cheap attempt to act like
the infamous Luke Skywalker of 2
Live Crew. She steals his shout-

outs and staged catcalls through-

out the shady album. Digga, the
*80s are over.

The only highlight, if any, was
the introduction, mixing good rap
with a strong beat. It makes you

you're wrong — unless you replay
the 1:57 intro over and over again.
by Benny G

2

Project 86

Drawing Black Lines

w

Loud yelling, thumping beats
from an electric guitar and lyrics

like,“You hate us cause we'll never

go away — and like some sort of
fungus we're growing every day”
adequately describe the nasty sort
of metal music from a new band
called Project 86.
The third track, “Me against
Me” on the band’s first CD Drowning Black Lines is by far one of the
only tolerable songs on the album.
The shouting halts at times and
was slow enough to understand
the words and the background
music.
I have to admit that I was forced
to turn the CD off after only the
fifth song because my head felt like

it was enduring torture
sledge hammer.

The images of the band mem-

bers do have style. They are young,

wild and free, with piercings and

s, is
their music
yet sse
dark sungla
old school to the core, like a trip
back to the days of Anthrax.
Here’s a tip for anyone in the
mood to buy a new CD: stay far
away from the new band Project 86
unless you plan to drive yourself
insane. If you do, go for it. It is sure

to make you thankful for silence.
by Jenna Daniels
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£

the Lost Coast
Whenever
you ‘re hungry,

Brewery is ready to feed your appetite.

Lunch is served from 11:00 a.m. and dinner
treat with monthly special
is alwa ays
Meet your friends for dessert after the show
or movie in our festi
brewve
pub
atmosphere.

Try one of our famous Lost Coast beers like
Downtown Brown® or Great White.

New Monthly Dinner Menu.
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ances, along with Busta. Even they
could not make this CD worth
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DiFranco embraced
sy Jenna

audience laugh throughout the

Danas

concert, she would beat-box cer-

SCENE EDITOR
The crowd of more than 2,000
that joined together last Wednesday exploded in laughter and
screamed in excitement when the

small burst of energy emerged on

stage flooded in red rays of light.
The crowd was hushed to a silence
as Ani DiFranco broke the anticipation with her
voice and her playful demeanor.
The stage was a

tain improvised phrases and complain about edging toward 30.
“I made it through 27; I think I
will be fine. But it seems weird,”

she said on stage.
In one song she talked about the
National Rifle Association.
“And if I hear one more time
about a fool’s right to his tools of
rage — I’m gonna take all my
friends, and I’m gonna move to
Canada—
and we’re
gonna die of
old age,”

"Tam so lucky; [have the

best job in the word.”

bare juxtaposition

of oriental rugs on

0, 38°"

Ani DiFrRANcO

the floor, metallic-

purple curtains in
the background
and a voice that filled every inch of
space within the auditorium.
DiFranco’s small stature was
perched on high platform shoes,
and her outfit was a simple, classy
black shirt and pants.

Her lyrical messages of anarchy,
self-expression and self-realization
were clear throughout the show.
Her body danced with her guitar as though it were her partner.
She jumped, kicked and sat on the
stage at times, with all ofher moves
seemingly authentic instead of
choreographed and constructed.
While her playfulness made the

Her facial

movements
expressed
the strong
meaning and feeling that DiFranco
has for her music. She seemed very
free and comfortable on stage.
Throughout the performance
she smiled and giggled as though
she had never had as much fun as
that night.
“I get to travel and see new
places. I am so lucky; I have the
best job in the world,” DiFranco
said to the crowd.
As people at the back of the
musician

crowd danced, a familiar herb

could be smelled, and small lightSEE ANI, PAGE 25
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PHOTO By JENNA Danis

Ani DiFranco was accompanied by a new horn band in
last Wednesday's concert. Her boisterous music flowed
as she rapped and free-formed her messages throughout her songs.

Dance Inquiry
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Exploring
the Self Through Dance
with Body Tales @ and Olivia Corson
a narrative dance artist and teacher from the Bay area
}
May 19 — 21

Use movement to express and integrate the important stories of your life
In Arcata 7:00 P.M. Friday to 12:00 P.M. Sunday $140.00
. ‘Call Roger 707-822-0222 or Olivia 510-547-4467

Check out her web site ae.
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Serving the university community since 1983
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‘@.a kinky song

# a song from a show about some Damn Yankees
@ a girl with really red hair who runs a lot

day at 1:30 p.m. on the
Netwerk Electric will play a free one-hour show on Satur
Quad. The band Is known for its high-energy funk jazz.

UC

<u. Musical weekendDay
re Festival celebrates Earth
ei

>”

# a really cool new
boutique in Arcata NOW OPEN!

sy Moraan Kina
LUMBERJACK STAFF

For Earth Day this Saturday, arts

and music will come to campus as

Six Rivers Brewery
Top of the hill, McKinleyville

cali 839-7580 For More Info

people celebrate Mother Earth, renewable energy and area economies.
Netwerk Electric, along with
other bands and musicians, are

performing at this year’s fifth annual Arts and Music Festival. The
event is free and starts at 8 a.m.
Netwerk Electric is a 2-year-old
funk-groove band from Santa
Cruz.
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Wen
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“We're definitely very Earth-conscious people,” said Tim
Lanterman, the band’s manager
and former percussionist.

“We had a blast at last year’s
(Earth Day festival) in Santa Cruz.
It was the first time that year playing outside,” Lanterman said. “It
was good times and good vibes.”
He said the band has downsized
alot since its start in October 1998
and now consists of its core players — Jason Concepcion (guitar),
Justin Fagnani-Bell (keyboards),
Dave Menez (bass) and Mike
Jaramillo (drums).
“Musically the communication is
much better ,” Concepcion said.
Concepcion graduated from
Boston’s Berklee School of Music
in1998. A Santa Cruz reviewer
said his playing is phenomenal and
compared him to Jimi Hendnx.
“Jimi Hendrix used to set his
guitar on fire with matches — this
guy does it with his fingers,” the

reviewer said.

Concepcion writes most of the:
band’s music. “It’s improvisational
and just turns into a song,” he said.
The band’s debut CD is a sampling of what Netwerk Electric is
capable of.
“We're not too thrilled with it.
We look at it more as a demo,”

Concepcion said.
“We try to challenge ourselves to
become a better band and better

musicians. It’s fun, but hard work.
We're serious about it,” he said.

“I’m not content in sounding the
same or improvising the same for
any length in time,” Concepcion
said. These challenges, he said, are

in the band’s forward thinking,
which incorporater electronic
SEE MUSIC FESTIVAL, PAGE 26
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as Suzanne Vega,” he said.

Brown focuses on one

style of music he said, “I’m not
locked into folk. I love Brazilian,

Peter Brown has just released his
first CD,
ing Fireflies,” and
will be playing at Muddy Waters
Coffee Co. tomorrow night. Brown
classifies his musicas folk rock and
said he didn’t start singing until he
got into college.
= grew up in a household where
singing wasn’t cool,” Brown said.
“I sang in an a cappella group,

and we got to sing at the Super
Bowl. I thought it was very sexy.”

Brown didn’t start writing his
own songs until a trip to Africa in
the early 1980s inspired him. He
said that after seeing how people
in this country could sit down and
create a song in a few minutes, he
wrote his first song, “Victory Day.”
Brown is a sixth grade Engli
and history teacherat Menlo independent School in Menlo Park.
“The more music I play, the happier
I am. I would love to just sing
full time,” Brown said.

PHOTO
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is his passion. He will promote his first CD, “Chasing

Brown said he is influenced
most by the new folk of the ’80s
and °90s and is inspired by musicians such as James Taylor and
Joni Mitchell.
“I was really inspired by people

jazz and rock ‘n‘ roll.”

"He said, “I’m attracted most to
the lyrics in folk music. Folk music values itself on lyrics that are accessible, poetic and beautiful.”
Brown said he also enjoys the
simplicity and intimacy of folk
music.
“The singer and songwriter are
central,” he said.

Originally from New York,
Brown started singing professionin 1983, playing in clubs up
and oa the East Coast.
As former vice president and
songwriter of the Fast Folk Musical Magazine, Brown spent years
helping others with their music.
He said he has decided that now
is the time to focus on his own
music.
“This CD has been a long time
in the making,” Brown said.
Many of his songs talk about
love, growing up and life in general. They follow a typical folk style
by telling a story.
Brown plays Muddy Waters tomorrow night. For more information call Muddy Waters Coffee Co.

at 825-6833.
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want to play for the Humboldt
community.”
The name of the group means
Amandla (“power”) and Poets.
Burrell said it tries to educate
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¢ CONTIN
sounds. “We've been getting more

into the jazz realm, but it’s still that

funk; it just gets you,” Lanterman
said
“We rehearse everyday, and with
shows it’s been easy,” Concepcion
said.
Lanterman agrees. “They have

people and send a positive message
of unity through its music. The

goal of the music is to express a
need for change without sounding
too preachy. The show starts at
2:40 p.m. on the Art Quad.

their own kind of funk, a unique

funk,” he said.

The band prefers performing
live to the recording studio. “It
fires us up, but we usually try to
stay as true as we can. We don’t try
to cater to anyone,” Concepcion
said.

py Jenna DanigLs

SCENE EDITOR

“We would like to compile a live

band,
Morrison’s
Shana
Caledonia, is the headliner for

CD. Our sound is really a live
sound. To get the true feeling,

Saturday’s Arts and Music Festival. The band will give a free concert starting at 4:20 p.m.on the UC

come hear us,” Lanterman said.

The band’s new innovations
keep the listeners entertained.
“We build it to a climax and lift
you with it,“ Lanterman said.
“Tantra, the first song on the
CD, moves up and down, reaches

those peaks. That’s what tantra is,
those peaks,” Lanterman said.

“I see the band sticking around
for a long time,” Lanterman said.
Netwerk Electric plays at Café
Tomo Friday, tickets are $5 at the
door. Saturday it plays a free show
on the UC Quad.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SHANA MORRISON

Shana Morrison, daughter of Van Morrison, will play a
free concert on the UC Quad on Saturday at 4:20 p.m.

sy Curistine BEnseN
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Amandla Poets, a group

that combines a political message
with African-style reggae music,
will be performing at the Arts and

Music Festival as well.
Although the group has performed at other Earth Day celebrations, this will be its first perfor-

mance at HSU. Elouise Burrell, one

of the band’s executive producers
and lead vocalists, said, “We really

“We are excited to play up there,”
Morrison said ina telephone interview from her home in San FranCisco.

As Van Morrison’s daughter,
Morrison said she doesn’t encoun-

ter any problems or stigmas sur-

rounding the popularity of her
father’s career — she just focuses
on her own.

The band has been asked to play
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in the area many times but it hasn’t
out. It’s finally getting here,
worked

Morrison said.
a as
described
been ni
hasdo
Cale

contemporary Irish folk, rock,

R&B, country and jazz.
“] think we are mainstream pop

music, with a country and blues

influence,” Morrison said.

Morrison has been featured in
People magazine, on a soundtrack
for the Irish film “Moondance”
and on Roy Rogers’ latest CD,
“Pleasure and Pain.” She is currently working on a new CD that

has yet to be titled.
“This CD will be a little less

country oriented,” Morrison said.
The band has also added two
members, Chris Krotkey on the
guithe r
Jimi Fisconhe
and s
drum
tar.

Morrison said the new CD
should come out in. early fall.
Caledonia writes all of its own
songs. Morrison collaborates with
people inside and outside of the
band to create the music.
She said every song is put together in a unique way.
“Each song is different,” she
said.
"Caledonia will play at Six Rivers
Brewing Co. on Friday night at 8.
Tickets are $7 at the door.
Saturday’s performance at the
Arts and Music Festival 2000 is
free and will be held on the UC
Quad.
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in the West

rings outloud

Jacks clinch division with sweep over WWU
sy Kenpara
D. Kurant
Sports

Epiror

With a sweep over the Western Washington Vikings this past weekend, the ‘Jacks
clinched the Pacific West Conference West
Division, guaranteeing them a trip to Honolulu for the conference tournament.
The sweep also improved HSU to 11618 all-time at the Arcata Sports Complex
since the team
ying there in 1992.
The wins should also keep them in
standing with the NCAA and rankes the
team first in the West Region
If they do remain No. 1 in the West Region, the team has the opportunity to be the
host school for the West Regional Tournament over graduation weekend, giving HSU
the home-field advantage. The Arcata
Sports Complex has been the site for two
previous West Regional Tournaments, with
the most recent in 1995.
HSU is worthy of the No. 1 West Region
ranking when it comes to pitching stats.
Left-hander starter Jessame Kendall was

the winning pitcher of both games in the
doubleheader against Western Washington,
improving her record to 24-4. Kendall is 11
strikeouts shy of number 500 — a mark she
will look to accomplish this coming week
when the Lumberjacks play host to Cal State
Hayward on Thursday and Simon Fraser
on Monday.
Kendall ranks 10th in the nation, among
Division II schools, in earned-run average.
The two-time All-American has an ERA of
0.53. She ranks seventh in wins with 21 victories as of Wednesday, April 12, when the
most recent NCAA statistic leaders list was
released.
Junior right-handed pitcher Karen Limon

All I
have been

was the last pitcher in the
country to have 18 or more
wins without a loss. She
suffered her first defeat
against Seattle University
last week. She is ranked
48th in the nation with a
1.10 ERA, and 17thinvic- f°
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Bell Park is. So'I took a look at this new
eee
for my Candlestick a week be-

tories with 18.
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pitchers have a |.

as the team ranks 10thin @

bee
ee

the nation with a .9701
fielding percentage.
“Our pitching carries us
when we aren’t hitting the

new
to®
cool
by:
ak
tee
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Coeged
clutch on to and believemy Candlestick

good defense behind them
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rats

"I may be one of the few people on the

said.
Many freshmen are contributing to the team’s
sucess.

face ofthe earth who truly kad Candlo- 3
stick. There are as many of me out there
ic theols people who nee
aaheinestain outside Van Duzer Theatre. I was
there ready to protest Pac Bell Park. I

“

Right fielder and leadoff
hitter Kelly Morgan has a
team-best 1 1-game hitting

didn’t want to enjoy a new park that has

replaced
my dearest Candlestick.
"Wee cest oar Oot teal daeaince.
Pac Bell rings out loud. This isa true ball
yard. Itis not one of the cookie-cutter
stadiums of the °70s and.’80s that were

streak. Morgan ties senior

left-fielder Taiisha Pleasant with a team-high 51
hits.
Freshman third baseman
Brandi Cope hit her first

heights, 31 different fence angles, and the
slo olgrepn coy semnecnry bacehes.
looks as if it is an overgrown Wille ball eld.
But first impressions can often be
wrong, I wasn’t
gonna let the
appearance
make my mind up for me. My
Sack wee goed te somiuching uel wns
not going to let its successor be heralded
as the godsend of the Giants organization. So I made a list and compared the
two parks. I am not ready to say §
|

career home runin the sec-

ond inning of game one vs.
Freshman Lacey Cope,
who has missed 25 games

PHOTO

COURTESY OF

ISU

S

Left-fielder Talisha Pleasant lays down # sacriflee bunt scoring freshman Kelly Morgan.

lineup on Thursday. She was 2-for-8 in four
games and was flawless at second base.
Shortstop Kelly Sosinski helped the ‘Jacks
out in the field with a couple of fantastic
notable plays.

The seniors have been doing their part for
the team as well.
Pleasant, who had two homers this week,
now has 12 this season. She also made a

SEE SOFTBALL, PAGE 31

PARKING — You could leave after

night game at the ’Stick and still be in the
seckiog lot ot dewa, ‘Tied cnr cadiaed

Modesty, talent aid Limon’s 18-1 record

was that you had great dibs on a parking
spot for the next game. Pac Bell will have
BART, CalTrain
and a ferry to get fans

At Chaminade, Limon had a 26-9 record

sy Stacie Lvans

in 1998 and was the freshman pitcher of the
yearin 1997. She was also twice named to

LUMBERJACK STAFF
Modesty is one word

out to the park. Driving will be congested

and thereis
7,000 parking spaces
available. EDGE-PB
APPEARANCE— From
the outside
of Candlestick,
you may have mistakenit
as being the world’s |
ee
:
aT
te

the all-confer-

that sums up junior
Karen
Limon.
Al-

“individually I'm not one on statism not one on

ence team.
“I wanted to

though the journalism
major is 18-1 on the

jeg, They den’t tell a person's ability, they are just numbers."

be part of a winning team,” Li-

season, she doesn’t let it

get to her.
“Individually I’m not
one on

ny spor

Park wes the beuter of the eno field

ball,” Coach Frank Cheek

because of illness, returned to the starting

ng

iter

KaREN LIMON _ transfer to the
Junior pitcher

statistics,” Li-

mon said.
“They don’t tell a person’s ability, they are
just numbers.”
Limon transferred in 1998 from Hawaii's
Chaminade University were she was on a
two-year athletics scholarship. She said she
tame to HSU because she wanted to be par
of a more competitive program. Since
Chaminade is in the pacific west conference,
the same conference as HSU, she had to
redshirt
the 1999 season.

mon said of her

national cham-

has a beautfl betes facade Willie May

pion Lumberjacks.

Plaza and palm re

nice touch. The de
sistuch

“I loved Hawaii, but I ‘didn’t like the

school. They had good academics but ter-

ii

SEATING wrthe
—
only thing good

rible athletics.” she said.

about the seats was their neon orange

In high school Limon was a four-time

Most Valuable Player, all-conference
and allSan Bernardino county

eee

pitcher at Rialto

High School. She was also twice named allstate, but these accomplishments only

SEE LIMON,
PAGE 31
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Columbine, don’t let history be repeated

Ridicule from athletes, popular groups said to upset, se t-off gunmen in Littleton

It is important for people to let other
Tomorrow is the one-year anniversary of
the massacre at Columbine High School in people know when they are appreciated, and
Colorado where two young men killed 12 __ it is important for teams to thank their fans
for coming to their games and supporting
classmates, a teacher and themselves in adthem — win or lose.
dition to injuring many othFrom
py
I know that not every athlete,
Ss
ers.
and not athletes alone, are
Box
No one will really know
guilty of this. I don’t think that
what went on in the minds
all 13 people the two killed
of those young men, or what
were guilty either.
drove them to do what
Consider the teacher, Dave
they did. But from their jourSanders, who lost his life while

nals, it has been discovered

that they felt ridiculed and
taunted by athletes and more
” students.
Granted, there is no ex-

cuse for what these two did,

helping students to safety, and
Daniel
student,
the
Rohrbough who died while
holding open an exit door for

=

but there is also no excuse
for them to have felt so angry and hurt inside that they would want to resort to such
violence.
Taunting of the high school sort may not
occur on college campuses in the same fashion, but it is important that people realize
that their actions may intimidate or hurt oth-

ers.
Most of the time when this happens, it is
members ofa certain group, such as athletes,
who make others feel like outsiders. Athletes
are a

others, inches from safety. I

Kendra D. Knight

of a team, and if someone else is

not part of that team, they may feel like an
outsider.
As athletes and role models, we have a re-

sponsibility to put forth a good example.
People who come to athletic events and
cheer teams on are an integral part of the
team’s success. They provide that atmosphere for the competition. Without fans
watching and cheering you on, there isn’t
much of a home advantage minus knowing
your surroundings.
Fifteen lives were lost because two people
didn’t feel appreciated.

don’t think those are the type to ridicule.
| Sanders was the coach of two teams how—_ever, making him a target.
Lauren Townsend was a three-year letter
winner and captain of the volleyball team at
. valedicset to graduate
She was ine
Columb
torian and attend Colorado State University
on an academic scholarship.
Isaiah Shoels was also an athlete. He
wrestled, played football and was an avid
weightlifter who could bench press twice his
weight. Born with heart problems, he
struggled through life and had to have two
heart surgeries. According to witnesses, he
was shot because he was black and an athlete.
Corey DePooter was a former wrestler. He
also loved to golf, hunt and fish.
Matthew Kechter played on the offensive
and defensive lines and hoped to start on
the varsity team the fall after his untimely
death. He would have been part of the State
Championship team this past season.
Daniel Mauser was a straight-A student
who ran cross-country and was on the de-

bate team.

Back

GRAPHIC COURTESY OF Bruany ZEPHANY

Lives lost in the massacre include (from left to right) Rachel Scott,
Daniel Rohrbough, John Tomlin, Lauren Townsend, Kyle Velasquez,
Cassie Bernall, Corey DePooter, Steven Curnow, Daniel Mauser, Matthew Hechter, Isaiah Shoeis, Dave Sanders and Kelly Fiemming. At the
lower left corner is the library and lunch area where most of the lives
were lost and in the right corner is a picture of a memorial.
Steven Curnow was a children’s soccer

referee who loved Star Wars and dreamed

ofbeing a Navy Top Gun pilot. The suspects
didn’t like Star Wars fans, so Curnow died.

Cassie Bernall and Rachel Scott were not
members of any athletics teams. They were
simply shot because they stood up for their
beliefs and answered “yes” when asked if
they believed in God. John Tomlin was also
active in his church and spent a summer in
Mexico building houses for the poor on a
missionary trip
Kelly Fleming and Kyle Velasques did not

& Neck Problems?
HEADACHES?

we can help.
Our advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause
Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays

Humboldt Back &
Neck Pain Center
OPEN ‘TILL 2 AM
THURSDAY — Friday — SaTunoay
1034 G Street > Arcata
822+1927
516 F Street » Eurena

Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries
Most Insurance Accepted, Painless Payment Plans

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,

Chiropractors

1781

Central Avenue Suite C

McKinleyville, CA

Call 839-6300

fit in these groups. Fleming was an aspiring
song writer and author who wrote about her
life experiences. Velasques was a specialneeds student. Maybe they weren’t targets,
_ just in the wrong place at the wrong time.
bringing
and s,
am I telling you thi
Why
up the painful realization that any one of
these people could have been you, or someone you loved? Because I am from Colorado,
and I have loved ones from the Denver area.
I was in Colorado when the shootings took
SEE REMEMBER, PAGE 32
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The women’s lightweight 8 boat
defended its championship when

it traveled to the Western Intercollegiate Rowing Association Cham-

pionships last weekend.
The team’s day was characterized by some disapointing nearighted by the
misses, fen was
win of the lightweight 8 boat.
“We're pleased to have defended
our title, Sat would have obviously
been happier if the novice boats
would have advanced to the grand
finals,” Coach Robin Meiggs said.
The boat easily outraced the
other two boats in the grand finals

ie

vay

anys

sprint to win the race. The second
boat in that class was in third but
had to stop rowing when one of the
rowers had an ore snap back and

48.4 secwith a time of 7 minutes,
onds on the 2,000-meter race

course. Willamette University’s
boat finished second at 7:57.8 and
UC San Diego finished third with
a time of 8:03.3.
The lightweight 8 boat is now
ranked fifth in the nation for Division II/III schools. That rank is
higher than it was last year, and
Meiggs said she does not expect
that to change.
The day didn’tgo so wellfor the

ing her from the boat.
The novice 4 boat saw a configuration that it had only practiced
twice before the competition.
They did well and were in the lead
with 500 meters remaining, but
didn’t have a sprint to pull out the
win.

the class was in front with 250
meters to go, but didn’t have the

Ore. this weekend
Governor’s Cup.

hit her in the chest, almost throw-

The team will travel to Salem,

novice 8 oui HSU's first boat in

for

rae ae
tiene

coach and several players.
The team is seeking interested

to go out and take the
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New
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may
¢ CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 27
row. The seats in PacBell all face
home plate. The seats are also riushers should issue headgear for
fans to protect them from flying

bats and balls. EDGE-PB
PRICES
— Candlestick was affordable for the most part. You
usually left with your shirt still on.
At the ’Bell you'll need to take out
a second mortgage to fund your

visit. EDGE-CP
FOOD — PacBell will offer the
as Candlestick. What you won’t

see at Pac Bell is your hot dog and
peanut wrappers doing choreodances
in the wind. The
*Bel’s
additions
are more vendors,
more concession
stands and ritzy
dining. Edge-PB
ENTERTAINMENT — The
Stick definitely
lacked in this area.

The only thing for a fan to do besides watch the game was to count
the cracks in the concourse. The
*Bell beyond left field has what
some might see as a super-sized

McDonald’s
play land. The CocaCola Fan Lot is a place to hang
before, during and after the game.
The lot offers a mini-replica of
PacBell to play in, a Coke bottle

slide for kiddies and adults and a
20-ton, 26-foot-high authentic

leather glove. EDGE-PB
ATMOSPHERE
— The ’Stick

around. It was blue-collar
all
way. For the price ofadmission
you
could catch a ballgame and watch
at least four separate brawls arise
in the stands. Plus, where else
could you hear some of the most
profound curse words uttered in
the majors? Best of all, the fan sentiments usually were directed to

HSU Classes/Fall 2000
Religious Studies Department

Two one-unit classes offering exposure and
experience in evangelical Christianity

eras

Religious Studies 394 * Section 2 CRN 42573
Credit
Credit/No ,
2-2:50 p.m. ays
Thursd
Location: Arcata First Baptist Church, Fireplace Room
17th & Union Streets (next to HSU tennis courts)
INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Clayton Ford, 707.822.0367 or WCFORD@aol.com
FACULTY OVERSEER: Dr. William Herbrechtsmeier

Religious Studies 394 » Section 3 > CRN 43267

Friday - Saturday, October 27-29 > Credit/No Credit
17th & Union Streets (next to HSU tennis courts)
R:367 or WCFORD@aol.com
Ford, 707.822.0
Dr. ClaytonCTO
INSTRU
FACULTY OVERSEER: Dr. William Herbrechtsmeier

9
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Location: Arcata First Baptist Church, Judson Hall
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order!
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*does not include tax and gratuity
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Fine Chinese Cuisine

on the Plaza...

America’s

761 Sth St.
On the Arcata Plaza

MOST BEAUTIFUL LAUNDROMAT...

Call for to-go orders

Doing a little bit to keep our backyard green

or reservations

822-6105

will be more interested in stock

quotes. A majority of people at Pac
Bell will be there because it is the

“in thing.” EDGE-CP
CONDITIONS — The ’Stick
was the first place to have visiting
teams wonder if they were playing
in the arctic. The sub-zero tem-

and the mini tornadoes
within the park are legendary.

When Alcatraz was open, I am sure

opposing
teams would have rather

played in that ball yard then at the
frozen ’Stick. The Giants had a

very unique home-field advantage.

The weather at Pac Bell will be

sunny, with little wind and precipitation I am told. Sounds like a
weather forecast. EDGE-CP
UNIQUENESS
— We associate
being blown of the mound and
mediocre Giants teams. We will

associate the "Bell with McCovey
Cove, crazy caroms off the outfield

EDGE-PB
IMPACT — Candlestick was
built on a 83-acre parcel of land by
a bay. It lies there as a reminder on
how not to build a ball field.
PacBell was built on a 13-acre parcel of land by a bay. It lies there as
the crown gem of San Francisco.

from her, memories,
a lively atmo-

10% off"

RUNA

proceed to cheer rarely, if ever, and

ment. No matter what, I wil not
forget the "Bell, I mean "Stick. I take

Energy Efficient Washers & Dryers
Biodegradable Laundry Products

Bring this ad and get

The geek will

OK, so I am falling for PacBell
— itis more than a suitable

GreenLaundry

HUNAN ¢ CANTON
SZECHUAN ¢ MANDARIN

correct,

It will revitalize the China Basin
too. EDGE-PB

oo ev 0° 068 PO OF 00

Ome

park rockin’

definitely
had enough of this to

Registration Information

Deee 6 6m 00 0900s

their beloved Giants. The fans

OPEN

EVERY DAY

12th & G Street
Arcata

Over time

those will be

replacedas Pac Bell grows out of
its infancy. Pac Bell will serve as a

great home for the Giants. I finally
give it my consent.
Candlestick. Hello

pristine
Pac Bell Park.

Goats ¢ 31
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A Dil championship seemsringto enjoy the game and has
Limon: Pitcher wants to win, wear an NCAshould
“She
be in the team’s near future.
+ ConmHUED FROM PAGE 27

is to come for the rightwhatdow
sha

handed pitcher.
“Karenis pitching awesome,” freshman second “Karen

oe vig ep

aren

we are winning ball games with only four
losses,” Limon said.
“We should be one
is a finesse

c=

finesse

Limon feels that the team chemistry
eee
a
the field. Spending everyday with the

olla

——-

tournathe national
ment and hopefully

g
at resin hotels and eatin
on the
atmoer
a family
eth
creates
_taurants tog

” she
With an era of 1.23, 18 she gives an air of conft-

ring.”
completely
a th
Wi

“As a team we get along very well. The
_ best team chemistry I have ever played

ew

win it so 1 can get a

off-bal- @ring pitcher Inadvereity

wins-] loss, 104 strikeouts @@R68."

and 24 appearances in
season,
this
es
imon’s achievements
show that she has nothing
to be modest about.
“Karen is a finesse pi

,notan over-

powering pitcher,” HSU head softball
Coach Frank Cheek said.

“In adversity she gives an air of confi-

Shortetep Terry Marroquin gots ready ae
a pitch.
Karen Limon delivers

is &

a good work ethic.”

the dehelps in
“She
fense with 4 off-speed pitcher, net an everpow-

ale

PHOTOBY LO

| “We are not hitting like we should, but

sphere, Limon said.

different pitching style _ with,” Limon said.

other on the
for eachone
ery
“Evplays
28 junior pitcher
Jessame Kendall, Li- _ field.”
graduation next year, Limon
After
mon gives batters
smto
degree
g _ plans to use her journali
they might
somethin
work in advertising at a welfare departnot expect. Her ability to throw a screw-

Frank CHEEK
softball coach

at anytime affects the

ballanda

batters’ timing after they have faced the
speed of Kendall’s pitches according to

Cheek.

ee
i
dence.”
Limon is confident about one thing — __ters face Karen their timing is off,” Cheek
said.
that another national championship

ment in Southern California. She wants

to try and-change advertising that degrades women and help promote

women in the media.

“What I expect out of her is what I
expect out of everyone-to win a national
championship,”
Cheek said.

Softhall: Hopes to hold Wes! regionals

PAGE 27 who will have an MRI on
FROMUED
© CONTIN
throw from left field to her right knee. She will
home plate
ing down
what would be the goahead run for

WWU in the

seventh inning of the first
e.
PacWest Player of the
Week, Shelli Maher, not

only led the HSU pitching
staff to five victories last
week, she also was the

force at the plate. The senior catcher batted 6-for-

16 (.375) with two homers, drove in five runs,

scored four times and had
12 total bases for a slugging percentage of .750.
She also tossed out four

base stealers.
Terry Marroquin
is playing as designated player
because of a broken foot

and batted a team-leading

.389 (7-for-18) over the

course of the week. Her

season average is a teamhigh .400.
is April Sall,
Also injured

miss the rest of the season.

“April is our ace when it se
comes to running,” Cheek

her couldgre- fam
said. “Losin
ally hurt us.”
Junior All-American left-

handed April Tursky has F
also done her part in the [77g
field and behind the plate.
Tursky leads the team in
doubles with eight and
triples with four. She leads
the team in putouts with
403 and fielding double
plays with 15. She has
made several great plays
for the team including
stretching to save an error
and get the out.
The team plays tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. and
Mondayat 1:30 p.m. It is
the last chance to see the
team play at home before
the West Regional Tournament is not held at the
Arcata Sports Complex in
May.
°
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Get File Attachments,

Fast secure access & more.
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Free Service

~

Win Free PC* Every Month @

NetForum

* Chat * Jobs * Map * Music * News

* Games

* Finance

BIKE-AID 2000-Pedal for the Planet!
A cross-country bicycle ride aex Education and Actigg

* Spons....
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OPENING

GRAND

© CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 28
place and as a high school athlete

it is all too real to me. I may have

been guilty of making aeonhe feel
the way the two young men who

MEGABYTE COMPUTERS ARCA TA
¢
¢
¢
¢

took al of these lives, and forever

changed to many more, did.

Don’t let the lives of these people

who were taken at such a young age
be in vain.
Find something in one of them
that you can relate to, or that you
sib and let them live through
you. Make yourself a better person
because of them.
Whether it be the faith of Bernall
and Scott, the charity of Tomlin,
the unselfishness of Sanders and
Rohrbough, the hard-work ethic of
Townsend and Mauser, the persistence of Shoels, the love of nature

SYSTEMS, SERVICE, SUPPORT
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
HOME, BUSINESS, WORK OR PLAY
BUSINESS CONSULTING
“WE CUSTOM BUILD SYSTEMS TO SUIT YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS”

Student Special
AMD K6II 500 MHZ
56K V.90 MODEM
6.4 GB HARD DRIVE
52X CDROM
8 MB GRAPHICS

Now Serving You At Two Locations:

32 BIT SOUND

then take the advice left by Scott
in a friend’s yearbook.
"Don't let your character get
camoflaged with your environment,” she wrote. “Find who you
are and let it stay in its true colors."
Freedon of the press was one of
the things on a list of “hated
things” created by one of the gun-

ONLY $549.95

EAST OF BROADWAY
ONE BLOCK

MONITOR NOT INCLUDED

—

CTH

And, if for some reason you can’t,

COREL WORDPERFECT SUITE8

el

SATE

|

DESIGNER MOUSE
WINDOWS 98 SE
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@eeeeee

the passion of Curnow, or maybe
just the innocence of Fleming and
Velasquez— there is something in
one of them each one of us can relate to.

10/100 ETHERNET
INTERNET KEYBOARD

ecueneniiees
ARCATA, CA 95821

Fh

DePooter had, the hope of Kechter,
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it, and doesn’t deserve to.
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Remember

COMPUTER DIACHOSTIC

8

FREE

;

606 F St. Suite # c Araceta Ca 98831
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men— yet he begged to be all over

WITTE

TRIS

COUPON

Lamty

names and faces. All we need to
remember about the gunmen is
how they felt. Their names and
faces don’t matter because they
could be one of many people
around us and we need to prevent

1

Pade FOEERRAIGES

anyone who might feel that way
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Sharing Christ's Love at HSU |

ON-CAMPUS

BIBLE STUDY
Tuesdays at 6:30 p.m.
Meeting at the University Center South

Wilawoed

ow,
Tomorr
| will wear
a blue and

silver ribbon in remembrance and
celebr
of the ati
lives loston
at Columbine High School.
Forever, I will remember them in

my heart. I urge you to do the
same.

Lounge (by Center Activities)
Current topic: “The Psalms”

Gap

WORSHIP each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m.
Carl Stenzel, Lutheran
Campus Minister.

Sutters Mudd Coffee Co.
oo.

PA gear,

822-6264

lutheran@axe.humboldt.edu

Sutter Rd & Ceatral
MogbenAve.Latten capgrect

"it? Gam tolemSovienanitp

.

also: new & used
microphones,
amps,

822-5117

To make donations to memorial
funds, the new libraray Hope
Fund, or other Columbine related
causes,
visit
http://www.
columbine-memorial.org/

donate.html.

Ascata, CA 96521

Lutheran Church of Arcata, 151 E. 16th Street

the victims, their

FREE
weekend in the redwoods

SUSTAINABLE LIFE
SKILLS SEMINAR
www.savetrees.org

© The Lumpensacn © www
‘Jack of the —
Recognizing the top HSU
performer from last week.
Pete Clusener

JR ¢ Track
Pete Clusener raced to the
fastest time in the nation

this year, clocking 9
minutes, 4.54 seconds in

winning the 3,000-meter
steeplechase at the Woody
Wilson Invitational last

weekend. Clusener's time
also eclipsed the NCAA
automatic
standard in that event,

a”
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PACIFIC WEST CONFERENCE
STANDINGS

SEASON BEST TIMES/MARKS

Lumberjacks with the team’s best times or marks this

West Division

Conf,

Humboldt State#
Western Washington

13-2
11-3

42-5
24-10

Western Oregon*

5-7

14-19

Central Washi
Seattle
St. Martin’s

5-7
2-10
1-8

10-20
8-19
4-23-1

Simon Fraser*

=

season, listed with date when it was set:

Overall

(A) NCAA Championship automatic qualifier

(B) NCAA Championship provisional qualifier
MEN
100 Meters—Jamley Austin, 11.05, 3/11
200 Meters—Eric Lisk, 22.88, 4/8
400 Meters—Eric Lisk, 49.63, 4/8
800 Meters—Nick Gai, 1:54.66, 4/01

28-3

(*not eligible for postseason play, #clinched divisional title
and berth for conference tournament)

Pacific Division

Conf.

Overall

Hawaii Pacific
Hawaii-Hilo
Chaminade
BYU Hawaii
Western New Mexico

12-5
9-6
8-4
5-16
_ --

30-12
20-16
17-16
9-31-1
29-13

1,500 Meters—Damian Rogers, 3:53.32, 4/15 (B)
3,000 Steeplechase—Pete Clusener, 9:04.54, 4/15 (A)
5,000 Meters—Tim Miller, 14:35.61, 4/14 (B)
10,000 Meters—Jason Walker, 31:40.81, 3/25

110 Hurdles—Jacob Hayes, 17.65, 4/8
400 Hurdles—Eric McGee, 57.20, 4/8
400 Relay—42.50, 3/11

1600 Relay—3:27.27, 3/11
High Jump—ulric Deojay, 5-8, 3/18

ce

guaranteeing him a spot in
the starting field at the
national championships.

__Scorel

HSU RESULTS

Pole Valut—Paul Chapracki, 15-9

Humboldt State 7, Seattle 1
Seattle 3, Humboldt State 2
Humboldt State 4, Western Washington 3 (8 inn.)

Long Jump—Phillip Mitchell, 19-8, 3/11
Triple Jump—Ulric Deojay, 39-0, 3/18
Shot Put—Dave Margraf, 41-7.75, 4/8
Discus—Dave Margraf, 123-11, 4/8
Javelin—Paul Chapracki, 154-10.5, 4/8
Hammer—Dave Margraf, 130-7, 4/1

Humboldt State 4, Western Washington
THIS WEEK
Thurs., vs. Cal State Hayward, 12:30 p.m.
Mon., vs. Simon Fraser, 1:30 p.m.

Other NCAA Qualifiers:
3,000 Steeplechase—Tim Miller, 9:16.24 (B)

5,000 Meter—Pete Clusener, 14:46.70 (B)

PACWEST PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Shelli Maher, Humboldt State

Among the NCAA Division II Leaders:
1,500 Meter—8. Damian Rogers, 3:53.32
3,000 Steeplechase—1. Pete Clusener, 9:04.54; 8. Tim
Miller, 9:16.24

LUMBERJACKS AMONG THE NCAA LEADERS
As of April 12
Home runs/game—19. Taiisha Pleasant, 0.231

Earned RunAverage—10. Jessame Kendall, 0.53; 48.

-

Karen Limon, 1.10
Victories—7. Jessame Kendall, 21; 17. Karen Limon

5,000 Meter—9. Tim Miller, 14:35.61; 13. Pete Clusener,
14:45.70

Team ERA—5. HSU, 0.86
Team fielding percentage—10. HSU, .9701
Team Win-Loss percentage—3. HSU, .907

WOMEN

400 Meters—Crystal Johnson, 1:00.19, 4/8

800 Meters—Crystal Johnson, 2:21.64, 3/18.
1,500 Meters—Molly Alles, 5:00.48, 3/18
3,000 Meters—Molly Alles, 10:35.04, 4/15
5,000 Meters—Leia Giambastiani, 18:29.98, 4/15
10,000 Meters—Leia Giambastiani,38:22.51, 3/25

NCAA WEST REGION RANKINGS
1. Humboldt State
2. Cal State Bakersfield
3. Hawaii Pacific

100 Hurdles—Anjii Hanson, 17.37, 4/8

4. Western Washington

400 Hurdles—Anjii Hanson, 1:07.06,4/15

5. Cal State Stanislaus

400
—S

4/8

1,600 Relay—4:23.72, 3/18
High Jump—Jennifer Ruff, 5-2, 4/8
Pole Vault—Jennifer Ruff, 10-8, 4/15 (B)

WESTERN INTERCOLLEGIATE ROWING
ASSOCIATION CHAMPIONSHIP
Lake Natoma, Rancho Cordova, Calif.
Saturday, April 15

Long Jump—Jennifer Ruff, 16-11, 3/18

Triple Jump—jennifer Ruff, 35-1.5, 4/8
Shot Put—Barbara Weaver, 43-6, 4/8
Discus—Barbara Weaver, 131-4, 4/1
Javelin—Kate Droz, 124-3, 4/1
Hammer—Barbara Weaver, 161-5, 4/8 (B)

Women's Lightweight Eight

1. HSU, 7:48.4;2. Willamette, 7:57.8; 3. UC

San Diego, 8:04.3.

Among the NCAA Division II Leaders:
Pole Vault—jennifer Ruff, 10-8
Hammer—11. Barbara Weaver, 161-5

COLLEGIATE ROWING COACHES POLL

Women’s Lightweight 8 (April 12)
1t. Princeton
(5)
1t. Wisconsin
(5)

3. Radcliffe
4. Villanova

5. UMass
6. Humboldt State

‘

. ~ compiled
by Kendra D. Knight
’ Sources:
HSU Sports Information
& Pacific West Conference

7. Brown

8. St. Joseph's

9. UC-San Diego
10. Mercyhurst

‘
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Brian Dennert
political science senior

Student’s memory
lives on through tree
On March 6, a lot of people lost a good
friend.
Jon Gouaihardou, a student at HSU, was
loved by many people who knew how great
a human being he was.
Through Jon’s work at Hospice of Humboldt and through everyday life, he showed

I was really amazed to open the April 5
issue and find a cartoon that portrayed a
young man (and his father) pondering the
son’s coming of age and going to college.
The boy looked bright-eyed and eager,
with a thought balloon that said, “Date rape,
bong hits and sucky local bands!” The inference is that bong tokes and local bands
are the things the boy is looking forward to

experiencing. Date rape is grossly out of
place on that list.
I fully believe that weak humor is better
than no humor at all, but the idea of date

rape just isn’t funny.
When a woman goes out with a man she
knows and trusts, only to find (at best) that
he considers her feelings as much as he
would a blow-up doll or (at worst) that he is
actually a cruel monster, it is appalling, not
amusing.
I’m not asking that the comics be funny —
only that they be tasteful. The school paper
should be something we can be proud of. It
could begin by respecting the experiences
of its female readers.
Julia Remmenga
biology graduate student

An AS elections vote
can make real change
Ever notice that people focus on politics

on a level we have little influence over, but

we ignore the politics we can easily influence?

Well, this week we have a chance to change
that by voting for the leaders for next year’s

Associated Students.

Do you care about global sustainability?
Then vote for CCAT having a place on the
Master Plan.
A candidate that I have had the pleasure
of working with this year is Jennifer
Gonzales. Gonzales is running for the position of administrative vice president which
directs much of the a

-working, outspoGonzales is smart,
stand.
ken and unafraid to take an

On top of these

ional

she
attributes

how caring and unselfish he was.

He made a huge impact on a lot of people,
and many are still feeling the loss.
Now Jon’s life can impact us again in the
form of a golden desert ash that was planted
in his memory.
This beautiful tree canbe seen at the HSU
Redwood Manor dorm on L.K. Wood Boulevard and Harpst Street. All are invited to
visit the tree whenever they want to.

Also, a plaque will be placed at the bottom of the tree that will let everyone know

the department
in e
fall (flyers will be availabl

308 satisfy both GE and Diversity and Common Ground requirements. Course numbers 336 and 314 are Diversity and Common Ground courses.
© Talk to your major adviser about incorporating ethnic studies courses into your
of study. Perhaps ES courses can
be included in your electives.
e Declare an ethnic studies minor. This
flexible minor is a valuable complement to

It has come to my attention that a piece of
art that is outside the Library was altered by
the UPD for reasons of campus safety. This
artwork was a sculpture that had an aluminum “ax” attached to it.
It was removed without notification to the
director of the gallery program or the artist.
I think it is a travesty that, on a campus where
freedom of expression and action is so
strong and supported, an action like this

studies course numbers 105, 108, 304 and

many majors.

e Make an announcement in one of your
classes about ethnic studies offerings in the

office LL 55).

Student interest and support continue to
be the factors that ensure the future of ethnic studies as a department at HSU. Without your support, the gains of the past year
would not be so dramatic.
We are heartened that so many individuals at HSU share the educational goals of
ethnic studies, and work actively toward our
future success as a community and society.

Ethnic studies faculty
UPD violates artist’s
work by removing ax

could take place. We need to examine the

see LETTERS, PAGE 37

that this tree is for Jon. Please feel free to

visit at any time.
The golden desert ash will be a permanent

So you think you're funny, huh?
You think you have what it takes to

tree at HSU, just like Jon has a permanent

place in many of our hearts.

Friends of Jon Gouaihardou

Ethnic studies faculty
reports enroliment up

be a comic?

is upon us again!
And this time you ain't
gonna win some lame ass
Hell no!
candy dispenser!
This time around
the
stakes
are high!

Think you have it in you to project
of your
your sick ego's reflection

,
and political
ual
sexdrug

The department of ethnic studies would

like to thank HSU students, staff and fac-

ulty for their support this academic year.
As a result of the commitment of people
from across the campus to diversity and equity in education, we have been able to
achieve a number of important objectives.
Among these are:
e A five-fold increase in minors. Increasing numbers of students who are interested
in better preparing themselves for the challenges of living in a diverse society are attaching ethnic studies minors to their programs of study.
e Student enrollment in ethnic studies
courses has doubled over last spring’s enrollment figure and are the highest since the
1991-1992 academic year. We are hoping
that this increase signals a new stable era for
the department.
The department is currently engaged in
developing a new five-year strategic plan for

the growth and further stabilization of ethnic studies at HSU. We are also in the process of requesting a new full-time tenure

track faculty position.
In these endeavors,we solicit the input and
support of individuals on campus. Only
can ethnic studthrough sustained
n
at HSU.
its missio
ies position itself to

|

lel satpn cw
~
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Cartoonist’s humor
not funny to victims

The long-term objectives for ethnic studies are many, and we still need student support through ES course enrollment. Enrollment is the engine that drives program
on university campuses.
In order to meet this objective, we again
invite you to:
e Take a class, and get a friend to take one
with you. For fall 2000, ethnic studies is offering a range of courses, which satisfy General Education, Diversity and Common
Ground, and some major requirements. Due
to an editing error, many ethnic studies
courses that satisfy both GE and Diversity
and Common Ground requirements were
left out of the 2000-2001 catalogue. Ethnic

BB

is a good, warm-hearted friend. I think she
deserves your support, but don’t take my
word for it — read the voter’s guide, ask
questions and vote: because it doesn’t suck.

All you got's to do is draw = The medium? Anything!
a comic! That's right!

Just think of something

about the HSU
funny

experience
and slap it inside a box
4-7/8 x 3-5/16 inches

if you want to, you can have two easy

units for drawing cartoons for The
Lumberjack, Fall 2000, and a WEB page
for all the ‘toons you'll make!

Remember folks, keep

Use a computer,

pen and ink
a crayon,
- heck!-

)
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The ’Jack’s picks for AS
for the
The followingare The Lumberjack editorial board’s recommendations
top three positions in the Associated Students elections: president, administrative

vice president and legislative vice president. Choices are the majority view of the

editorial board, based on the candidates’ platforms and the candidate interviews
we heldon April 16. Also listed are polling places and times, so no excuses.

Earth advocates

not a waste

As reported in this week’s In Depth section, environmental activism is alive and
well across America, especially here in Humboldt County.
While the problems we face heading into the 21st century may seem daunting
— overpopulation, consumerism, global warming and. deforestation — there are
plenty of concrete and meaningful steps each of us can take to improve the livability of our fragile environment. —
Beyond the obvious — driving less, consuming less and recycling — there are a
number of excellent campus and community organizations we can join that are
wilderness treks, fighting to protect threatened natuness,
organizing
raising aware
ral areas and restoring habitats, trails and watersheds.
Here at HSU, CCAT is leading the way with hands-on workshops demonstrating how pesticide-free gardening, recycling and solar energy can help create susinable communities.
The Campus Recycling Program is actively promoting waste reduction through
waste prevention, collection and education. The Humboldt Student Environmental Action Coalition and Campus Greens are working to protect areas like the
Headwaters Forest and to elect environmentally sensitive public officials.
Fortunately, there are plenty of other organizations that are looking for your
energy and creativity. For an extensive list of campus organizations, visit HSU’s
Clubs and Activities Web site (www.humboldt.edu/~cluboff/).
This Earth Week, consider joining some of your fellow students in protecting
and appreciating our environment. Chances are, you'll find it a rewarding expenence. And don’t forget to stop by the Arts and Music Festival and renewable energy demonstrations on campus this Saturday!

e

Lauren.Cook

Who needs real info?

' Search the Web for games and useless stuff
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Polline

Student

elections affect all

Although students may be tired of hearing why they should vote and how
their vote counts, there is no excuse to not vote in the Associated Students

election this week.
The elections will determine new AS college representatives, vice presidents
and the student body president — people who will represent our university as
a whole.
Every HSU student is eligible to vote — no one can use the excuse of not
being registered or being a nonresident. The election will be held until Thursday at 7:30 p.m., with voting booths set up across the campus, so there is still
time to cast your vote.
This is different from state and federal elections because its outcome will
actually affect students in an intimate way. No one, except graduating seniors,
will be immune to the changes it brings.
However, there is something to keep in mind. While this vote will elect new
AS positions, there are two initiatives on the ballot that only count as advisory.
So if the majority of students do not want to move CCAT, in the long run it’s
not their choice. The choice ultimately belongs to the the Master Plan com-

mittee.

Maybe there’s a reason for this. Last year during the AS elections, only 12
percent of the student body voted. Perhaps if students took more of an interest
executive committees would actually listen to their
rsity
by voting,
in their unive
recommendations.

None of these things matter in the narrow scope of hedonist America.
© Why worry about what is going on
endyou when you can download
less games or play them online, find cool

What breed of dog are you? What’s your

emotional age? What’s your superpower?
Are you a flirt? Are you a sex god(dess)?_
All of these answers can be found on a
search of the World Wide Web.

objects placed in ori-

The Web is a source of

information for anybody

% BC T@

who is looking for any-

thing, or nothing in par-

:
ticular.
For everyone from stu-

dents

searching

if you

quick sources for their 4

byo®

must be typed and less than 600 words.

© Letters to the editor can be mailed, e-mailed or delivered to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6,

Arcata, Calif.95521;e-mail: thejack @ axe.humboidt.edu. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday and must

be 200 words or less. Letters and guest columns must include the writer's name, city, phone number, major

and year in schoo! lt a student. They are subject to editing for grammer, style, content and length.
F
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the way —
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"to Emode.com.

massive data banks on
any subject.

know how to use them, but even the nov- to the nitty-gritty?
ice Web surfer can find what (s)he islook-

for by
ing

login

on to sites such as Ask

_
many people seem to miss

is the
ing the Web, though,
when
unlimited pleasure they can derive froma__
plethora of Web sites.
The Web is used as a tool for gathering
information all too often.
Who cares what happened in our gov-

a sex

@w I'm Apollo, God of
Poetry and Light, by

and investors trying to Ss
get the latest update on 6)

get themselves off, it has

are

god(dess)?

term-paper bibliography

Web pages.
thing
One

° Guest columns and opinion articles reflect the opinion of the writers, not necessarily those of The
Lumberjack or its staff writers. The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns. Submissions

off useless
auctioning
junk or take meaning-

to find out
less surveys

of sifting through thousands of useless

° The Lumberjack editorial is written based on the majority opinion of the newspaper's editorial board.

them, make money by

oe

for oO

their stocks to sex fiends
looking for a new way to

too

small to accommodate

&

by this
.com (I swear
Jeeves or
one.), which are there to save the trouble

© Questions regarding the editorial content of The Lumberjack should be directed to the editor.

fices normally

Porn, games

don’t know if “
— are the only things
on the Web.
when

Most of the informa-

tion found online is
unreliable anyway, , 80
:

word
” is the right
you can be sure of

new
_—‘If youare looking for an interesting
game, visit http://games.
demogames/Sperm/S

de/
and

use your mouse to catch the sperm in the
little condom before you get the egg pregnant.
—_—_ Leave iit to the Germans to come up with
as ingenious as that.
something

assistant Erinn
the point of Opinion editor/Online
? What's
ernment
an assignment? Whoneeds Knight wastes all too much time bitching
trying to
:
about everything.
to look for a job?
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Birthday No. 21 ends in trag
sad day to bea Phi. A very sad day.
ol.
alcoh
of
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amou
g
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_
how
on
facti
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e’s
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to
he plain

ure of the very friendship that
speaker after speaker spoke so
glowingly of. Put very simply, you
can’t poison a man one day and
praise him the next.
And make no mistake, what happened to this young man — this
boy, really — was nothing short of
assisted suicide, even if it doesn’t

fit the legal definition of that act.
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wagon to bash Ian Colvert, as his only crime
was to have a sense of humor almost as
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it was, first and foremost — a fail-
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nounced dead on arrival on April
3. Coroners found a blood-alcohol
ed a “21
from
levofel54 that result
for 21” rite of passage where
Thornton was given an equal number of shots to years.
As I read the account of the campus memorial service for David
Thornton in Sunday’s paper, I was
overwhelmed with the wonderful
emotions expressed by those who
knew him. But the more I read the
kind and comforting words, the
more it became clear that something was terribly wrong with this
icture. For no amount of platitudes can hide the awful circumstances ofThornton’s death — that
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strange as mine. Colvert used some “shock
value” situations to illustrate connections we
usually don’t like to think about, which may

about how Housing rules its little fiefdom.

Why is it a taboo subject on this campus
to discuss the correlation between living in

the dorms and becoming a victim of assault,
rape or entrapment by a secret police officer?
Luckily the housing department can’t al-

low clubs free faxes to their local media list
to get out the word on club events. They
didn’t even bother to tell us — we had to
find out when clubs couldn’t get press coverage because they couldn’t send the word

This is exactly what A.S. has failed to do
for at least the last five years. On the rare occasions recently when students have gathered in massive force to call for change, it
has been organized through grassroots, ac-

out in time.

It was the Campus Coalition for Freedom
and Safety rallying against secret police in
the dorms in 1996. It was the Progressive
Alliance organizing the defeat of the CET!
plan to privatize the CSU infrastructure in
1997-98. It is the Women’s Center marching every year to Take Back the Night.
This year many organizations have built
lasting relationships in the common struggle
against corporate rule via the WTO, IMF
All.of these were organized
and World Bank
by student activists, not student leaders.
Whatever happens in yet another lowturnout student election, regardless of
whether we approve our “advisory” initiatives or what candidates we pick, the change
to A.S. and HSU will only come when more
students decide to take an interest in their
community.
It really is our lives we are fighting for, as
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homes, continues to this day.
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actually
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to al- only way to truly represent the students.

of criticisms many of us have had for years

ways get away with ignoring, breaking or

A.S. changed a long-standing policy

tivist clubs and organizations.

HSU would not exist without us. Ifall of us,

not just some of us, walked out last Monday,
this university would grind to a halt.

The administration hopes we forget what
power we have. I pray that we all assert ourselves as the unique people and sovereign

citizens that we are.
Or are democracy and freedom illusions?
Charles Douglas is a Lumberjack staff
writer and chairs the Clubs Coordinating
Council.
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Student David Thornton was pro-

Are we really to believe that
came upon the cocaine the coroner found in his body by himself?
The marijuana, too? And what of

i St
ia

This column appeared in UC
Davis’newspaper, The Enterprise.
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Spread features talent
Campus sculpture walk displays artists’ work
Do you enjoy seeing art on campus?
Would you like to see more?
For this next week, HSU will be the home

for 14 sculptures created by students,
alumni and faculty. We organized a collaboration of artists, in the form of

pieceto create a flow to the
nee. The doe’
in the Library
with Brian Benfer’s piece made from cast
bronze, steel and claro walnut.

Benfer’s piece is situated near the wall of
presidents. From this
point the walk continues in an easterly direction stopping at locations between the art
buildings, at the foot of

Suet

a sculpture walk, to promote
artwork on campus. It is our
hope to make this an annual
event and inspire other <<"
dents to seek out more -'.
tunities to display or promote
by oe
art throughout campus.
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ee
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ee

In conjunction with this Jennifer Gonzales

year’s Arts and Music Festival, Sculpture Walk 2000 hopes to share
with the community artwork produced on
this campus. Due to limited venues in the
North Coast area for displaying sculpture,
the university grounds make an ideal forum
for people to be exposed to art.
In addition, the sculpture walk provides a
unique and valuable experience for student
artists by introducing them to the challenges
associated in exhibiting. Some of the issues
that arise for the artist are preparing the
sculpture for display and creating a finished
quality for their pieces.
In selecting the pieces for the show, we had
to consider many factors. Nathaniel Hein (a
senior sculpture student) worked closely
with the artists to ensure a well-planned
event. We could not accept sculptures that
were unsafe.
This requires that the sculpture be placed
on a sturdy base and that all pieces of the
sculpture are securely attached to artwork.
Design element is also an important aspect
in determining the overall feel for the show.
We strived to show exceptional work that is
created mainly by the students involved in
HSU’s sculpture department.
The next step was then to decide where

Letters
¢ CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 34
rights bestowed upon us as students and

understand
that this act was a grievous offense against the artist and the student
body
as a whole.
Freedom of expression is something that

we as students and critical thinkers need

to consider. We cannot be denied our
rights, and we must speak out and understand why we need to protect these rights.
I try not to be too much ofa
but when someone’srights as an artist
and

a member of
upon, I think
is concerned
I have in this

HSU are
or infringed
the campus ———
should take notice and do as
letter. Help the ideal of free-

dom of expression proliferate on our cam-

‘pus, and do not stand for this kind of acDavid Riesenfeld
history senior

Founders Hall stairs

(bookstore level) and
into the courtyard in
Founders, where

Shay Jr.s piece “Freefall” (steel and cast
bronze) completes the exhibit.
Maps indicating the exact locations and
information on the artwork
are located in the
Library, near the Associated Students office,
and in Founders Hall. The artists included
in Sculpture Walk 2000 are as follows:
Benfer, Bryan Yerian, Martins Bluzma, Mort

Scott, Hein, Jacob Bailey, Jason Butler, Anthony Johnson, Scott Sween, James Smith,

Maris Grosbah and Shay Jr.
Please enjoy the sculpture walk for the
next week. If you have any questions or comments please contact Jennifer Gonzales at
826-5413 or stop by the Associated Students office in the South Lounge of the University Center to speak with her.
You can also contact her by e-mail at
Jenagen@yahoo.com. Show your support or
voice your opinions by getting in touch with
us. Hopefully with your support we can con-

tinue to promote the arts at Humboldt with
future exhibits of this nature.

“Yes — Rob Hatfield, tie Athoci

dents president.”

-

©

Jessica Braun
LSEE junior

“T think he

wa

he kind of lo 0

Wali Cronkite.”

:

Nathaniel Hein ts a psychology/art studio
senior, and Jennifer Gonzales ts an art

teacher prep/LSEE senior.

“No — a student?”

ber-owned store that markets toward the
“environmentally
” is not requesting that the addition be made using
“smartwood” certified lumber.

Dr. Wayne Wilson

HSU pharmacist

Smartwood
is a third-party certified timber product that has to pass a 10-criterion
evaluation that puts the overall health of a
forest as the primary concern.

Criteria include
ing and maintaining the health of the land, not using chemical fertilizers
and

ting “ancient forests.”

pesticides,

and not cut-

In my four years in Arcata, I have listened
with an open mind to people’s complaints

The president of the stu-

“I don’ cs
dent

body

against how our natural resources are consumed and
. I am disappointed

that the place that is known to cater to
people who value our environment
did not

Gots the exten Walks Wika $6 stapsport So0logically friendly forest management.
aoe
seen
ot
to people who are concerned
for the
environment
did not request that its con-

Co-op’s image hurt by

tractor use a sustainable
certified lumber.

mnhenne in addition

practice
what its consumers and members

It is unfortunate that the

bikes.”
Jody Nickell

does not

anthropology junior

preach.
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2000. Walk to HSU. Range, ref., micro. and

.
visors, program staff, maintenance staff
or
0642
322Call Frances at 775-

.org
wn
@ gssn
foro

CALIFORNIA STATE STUDENT ASSOCIATwo
TION REPRESENTATIVES for 2000-01 positions available. oe

cam
travel on a monthly basis to other CSU dent,
Presi
A.S.
puses. Contact Rob Hatfield,

826-4221. Application deadline: Friday, April 21.

BA or two years experience.

e Two Overnight Residential

Counselors. $9/hr. (One P/T
non-benefited; One 80%

Day
SUMMER CAMP JOBS! Roughing It
in
camp
Camp. Traditional outdoors children’s
Coun
p
SF East Bay. Hiring full season: Grou
/
ront
selors; Instructors: horsebackride/watert
/
swim/sports/crafts/rockclimb/min. bike/ Refs
il
Ema
925-283-3795.
Exper.

GABRIEL: Alleluia. Church of the Holy Fam-

ily will celebrate the Resurrection Easter Sundaaty 11 a.m., 1757 J, Arcata. - MICHAEL.

ter engine, 5-epeed manual, front-wheel drive,
stereo
te .
AIC, P/S, P/B, Pidoor locks, casset

FOR RENT
a

place

live?

to

VOLUNTEER: Extend a hand and offer
HOPE. The North Coast Rape Crisis Team is
seeking individuals to staff 24-hour crisis line
and provide crisis counseling and advocacy
for child and adult survivors of sexual assault.
37
Please call 443-27ASAP.

SUMMER TOO SOON? Never! but it may
seem like it! Check it out now! Off-campus housing list or call 822-8039.
RogersRentals.com/housing ;

JEEP

Gtod

yed.
and operat
owned lt
Loca

@
MAZDA@S@TOYOTA

¢ Cooling Systems

¢ Clutches ¢ Engine Overhauls
¢ Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups
Loaner

rr

|

DATSUN

<—@

HONDA

@

description available at: RCAA,

904 G St, Eureka. Deadline: APRIL

R.R. seeks personne! who enof jobs from retall clerk to cook.
plus room and board. 707-459Leonora.

25, 12 p.m. AA/EOE

ss Nall

anywhere!

Bikes

MAN’S GOLD WRIST WATCH - lost on Sat.
4/8 on the Arcata Plaza. Engraving on back.
“R.A. Klune MGM Studio” Please call 677-

REWARD.
92- 63

(free inspection & estimate)
¢ Electrical Repairs

Arcata

Applications (required) and job

LOST/FOUND

.70.
530-676-13
Phone ed
clud

Street,

information distribution.

www.campwinadu.com

mer. Salary plus tips. Room and board in-

AUTOMOTIVE
70
-37
822
513 J

Educator exp., P/T, $10/hour.
The responsibilities of these
positions are to improve the health
of youth through outreach,
resources/referral, groups and

lacrosse, swimming, waterski and many
other activities. Salary, room, board and
travel. Dates: 6/18-6/18. Over
150 staff from across the U.S. and
environment.

WORK WHERE YOU LOVE TO PLAY! High
Sierra resort is hiring for all or part of sumour rental st at www.HumbotdtRentais.com
or stop by our office at 954 H St. for a list.

BA/BS or 3 years of Health

Baseball, basketball, tennis, sailing,
hockey, soccer, football, weight training,

Available

6UBARU

ZOGOG@NVSSIN@®@

a

nia Wester
joys a variety
$200 a week
2132 ask for

the finest sports

Ag
ees
he
SEALE
RAM
4
ers
+

the
ood.
2 sO 2B

19, 5 p.m. EOE

Stem eee,

GREAT HOUSE - Private rooms starting at
$300 including all tumnishings, towels, sheets,
plus utilities, cable and telephone. Quiet neigh
borhood. No pets, kids, drugs. 10 minutes to
. i.
for Jacqu
Ask 00
HSU. 442-58

Applications (required) and job
description available at: RCAA,

904 G St, Eureka. Deadline: APRIL

Great gas mileage! Very good condition.
825-9118.
OBO, 00
$2,4

off campus! Search for apartments. Free
roommate sublet listings.

¢

jobs @ roughingit.com

All positions to start mid-May. We
are also hiring for a pool of oncall/relief residential counselors
of several of YSB’s program.

exp., P/T, $10/hour.
¢ Health Educator and MediCal Eligibility Coordinator:
Exp. in presentations, group
facilitations and Medi-Cal.

LOST: Yellow and green coffee mug with computer motif. Lost on April 11. Sentimental value
ao

Reward! If found, please call 826-

ae

for

experience.
One F/T AmeriCorps Member
to serve 900 hrs. service.

BA/BS or Health Educator

a

: of
DChurch
Ofer.
a trans
tO
W
Expec
WORM
recResur
the
the Holy Family will celebrate
a.
Arcat
J,
tion Easter Sunday at 11 a.m., 1757
- SCREWTAPE.

Looking

benefited). BA or two years

25”’TV for sale. includes remote, manuals and
original receipt. $100 OBO. Call Doug at 622-

e Health Educator/Street
Outreach Worker.
Experience with health
outreach, drug education
and counseling for youth.

ee

COMMUNITY SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE: Redwood Roots Farm will present a
slide show and talk on Community Supported
7:30 p.m.
25 at y,
Aprilda
on Tues
Street.
H
S.
in the Marsh Commons, 101
Come learn about a local economic system
that supports the people who grow the food,
those who eat it and the land it's grown on.
878.
on,
call 441-3
For more informati

in street outreach. P/T to F/T,
D.0.0. $10/hour.

OPPORTUNITIES

AON

USED wetsuits, surfboards, skateboards. Buy
and sell. North Coast Sports. 418 3rd St.,
Eureka. 442-6044. Since 1973.

e Two Lead Residential
Counselors. F/T, $9.50/hr.
plus benefits. BA and two
years experience.
:
e Two Residential
F/T, $8.50/hr. plus benefits.

© Street Outreach Worker:
Experience in crisis
intervention and counseling
for youth. BA or 1 year exp.

Ol

FOR SALE

aoe

for several positions in a 24hour residential treatment
program for youth who have
experienced neglect and abuse.

Youth Service Bureau's RAVEN
Project is now hiring for several
new positions:

e littie ad
N!
inexpensiv
simple IO
ThisNT
ATTE
can earn you $1,000 cash or more everyday!

Sign-up today, be in profit by next Friday! Call

today for more information. Jenny Schrock,
840-0466 or www.primebuynetwork.com/

secretgarden

? 75
work $25-$
it toER
UT
OWN A COMPPut

hour, P/T, F/T. 1-866-788-1106. www.e-pkg.net

den and cat kas to o out 80 acneee 0 Rees

is with me most of
back yard is ideal.
ss &
accee
ag
W/D
and
or
st
Some
the time.
at

plus. Can

$400-$550. Please call Trish

415-677-7976.

or
- summer sublet. Arcata or Eureka. Studio

one bedroom. Short walk to county bus. Call
age.
11
42mess
anytime 441-leave
WANTED: 29 serious
fast for the summer! 1

Brought

to you by
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now being taken for one, two and three bedroom units that will become available June 1,
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The Eureka High School
Symphonic Band, Wind and

i

Jazz Ensemble, is performing
at 7:15 p.m. at the Eureka

High School Auditorium. Admission is free.
“The Transgender Series”
continues with the workshop
“Metamorphosis,” a discussion of transgenderism in FH
163 at 6 p.m.

Event

The Associated Students and
Students Affairs are holding
the 17th annual Tug-O-War
from noon to 2 p.m. by the
Lower Playing Field. There
will be a free barbeque and a
DJ and karaoke machine. Ifin-

terested in starting a team, call
826-5412.

yi

--thciaaaaeantia
Music

Music
Center Arts presents a free
show featuring Monkey, a
seven-piece traditional Latin
and ska band, at 8 p.m. in the
Depot.

Workshop
The Women’s Center is having a workshop to learn about
goddess worship from 6 to 8
p-m. in SH 108.

The ade ae Writers
Center is having its Spring
Writer’s Social at the Adorni
Center Conference Room,

1011 W Waterfront Drive, in
Eureka. The potluck dinner is
from 4 to 6 p.m. Admission is
free, but donations are appreciated. Bring a dish to share.
Call 441-8141.

Earth Day
HSU presents the fifth annual
Arts and Music Festival and
Earth Day Celebration. This
free all-day event will have
vendor booths with food and
crafts, a children’s area, envi-

ronmental workshops and a
diverse offering of musical
performers who will play from
noon to 8 p.m.

streets, at 9 p.m. Admission is

sen aa

sits

to

Workshop
The HSU Natural History
Museum is having the workshop “Nature for the Very
Young,” from 10:15 to 11 a.m.
Cost is $7 per child or $5 for

museum members. Call 8264479.

*

Film

3.

The foreign film “Yaaba” will
be shown on the big screen in
FH 118 from 6 to 8 p.m. A $1

trips to area youth. Call 825-

Music
The HSU music department
presents the Symphonic Band

and the Jazz Combos at 8 p.m.

in Fulkerson Recital Hall. Call
826-3928.

7893.
Six Rivers Brewery
Wednesday — LazyBones, 9 p.m.
Saree — The Hitch

Saidie -— DJ Gerber spinning

Monday and Tuesday— Open mike, bring own instruments
Bay

Coffee

Company

Saturday— Nadia Snow, 7-10 p.m.., free
Club

West

Thursday — Big House, 8 p.m.
Friday — Liquid DJ, 9 p.m.

Saturday — Saturday Night Dance Party, 9 p.m.

"i

gl Club Triangle, 9 p.m.

Call 444-CLUBfor details.)
Cafe

Mokka

Friday — Joe and Me, 8:30 p.m., free
day
— Ho dy Emerson, 8:30 p.m.., free

3 p.m.

No events listed.

eral, $2 for non-HSU students
and seniors, and free for HSU

students. Call 826-3928.

Market from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

mation.

on the Plaza.

The department of theater,
film and dance presents “On
the Threshold” in the Van
Duzer Theatre at 8 p.m.

Thursday through Saturday
and April 27 through April 29.
Admission is $6 general, $2
for non-HSU students and se-

EveryBody is Beautiful: A
Week Promoting Positive SelfImage is an annual event that
offers free workshops and activities in hopes of raising student awareness of body-image
issues. Tables will be set up on
the UC Quad through April
21.

Waters

Wednesday — John Andre Herrmann, 8 p.m.., free
8 p.m.., free
Thursday — Peter Brown,

d Puddle, 8 p.m., free
—
Friday "Mud
Saturday — What Love: A Tribute to Mingus on his Birthda

2:30-4 p.m., and Music 101, 8 p.m., free
Sunday— Mr. Lunch, 11 a.m., free
Tuesday— The Bottom 40 Quartet, 8 p.m., free
Grounds

8 p.m., free
Thursday
— Open mike,
Friday—

1251 Ninth St., is having a
dance medicine session each
week for anyone who believes
movement and sound can heal
the body and mind. Friday
sessions from 7:45 to 10:30
is $4 _
p.m. are open to all. Cost
or $15 per month.
to drop in ror
Mondays are Women’s Circle
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Call 8221080.

The North Coast Growers
Association presents the 22nd
season of the Arcata Farmer’s

Event

9 p.m., $5
Wednesday — The Errol Previde Quartet,
Thursday — Skatalites, 9 p.m., $12 advance/$15 at door
Friday — haa Electric with guest Spank, 9 p.m., $5
aie — The B-Side Players, 9 p.m., $9

Sacred

Studio,

Humboldt County participates in the sixth annual National TV-Turnoff Week next
Monday through April 30.
Call 444-3581 for more infor-

Tomo

Muddy

The Sacred Moon

Announcement

Event

The HSU music department
presents the University Singers and the Humboldt Chorale
at 8 p.m. in the Van Duzer
Theatre. Tickets are $6 gen-

Cafe

Friday — Shana Morrison and Caledonia, 9 p.m., $7 at door

CCAT is having a beaded
necklace-making workshop at

niors, and free for HSU students.

Music

The 20th annual River Night
will be held at the Arcata
Veteran’s Hall at 7:30 p.m.
The event benefits the LEAP
program that provides outdoor adventure and rafting

Humboldt

The HSU Natural History
Museum is celebrating Earth
Day with the free workshop
“Earth Day Ecology Fair”
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

donation is welcome.

Benefit

Workshop

Theater

Workshop
The Sin Men are performing
at the Pinroom, Eighth and K

"Sal

Ca

8 p.m., free
and Nakada,

and Bob, 8 p.m., free
Saturday— Heather

- Theater
The free showing of “An
Evening of Clown Theatre”
will be on Thursday and Friday at 8 p.m. at the Dell "Arte
Studio Theatre in Blue Lake.
Call 668-5663.

Theater
Redwood Curtain presents

“The Last Night of Ballyhoo.”
Previews are Thursday and
Friday at 8 p.m. The show
opens on Saturday night and
will run Thursday, Friday, and

Saturday night through May
13. Tickets are $5.

Bike Center
The Bicycle Learning Center
meets every Wednesday from
5 to 6 p.m.in NHE 115.

Meeting
The Progressive Alliance
meets on Wednesdays in

NHE

120 at 5 p.m.

Campus Greens
Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in

NHE 119.

Send event listings to

Heather Harle c/o The
Lumberjack or e-mail at

hah10@axe.humboldt.edu.
Deadline for submissions ist
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